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To the class of 2012, I wish you the best of luck! Four short years ago, we embarked on this journey together and I feel that in that short amount of time we have learned and grown a great deal from one another. You never ceased to amaze me with your hard work and ability to rise to the occasion in all that you have done. The core of your experience at B-R is one you should all be proud of. Through all the ups and downs over the course of your high school years, you passed the tests put before you and met the expectations set for you not only by your school, but by your families. You have established high standards for your peers to follow and you have always represented B-R in the most positive light. Congratulations and good luck to you!

- Ms. Watson
Dedication

Known as Master P, Mr. Peterson is a dedicated and caring teacher whose expertise spans across many subjects. When talking to students, they mention his kindness, his sense of humor and call him a "classy guy". He is always willing to share a good laugh in the hall, and always has a smile on his face.

As a tennis coach he brings his love for the sport to BR giving the team the confidence and skill they need to achieve excellence. The team could not ask for a coach that is more thoughtful and supportive.

We dedicated our yearbook to Mr. Peterson because he has been an exceptional mentor and friend to the class of 2012.

Thank you Master P!

Retiring

Mr. Robert Brogna has been a teacher for 37 years, 34 of them at B-R. His dedication to students with special needs inspires us all. He has worked tirelessly with his students to increase their academic, social, and vocational skills, always striving for his students to reach their potential. His dedication to teaching, his love for his students, and his friendship to his colleagues has made a great impression upon B-R. He will be missed by all.

Mr. John Jessop is described by students as "the nicest teacher in the school". Having taught for many years at Cardinal Spellman, Mr. Jessop joined the faculty at BR bringing with him his love of all things English. Each day Mr. Jessop gently begins his class “Hello Folks, hope all is well today.” His love of literature extends beyond the classroom, as Mr. Jessop has run the BR book club for many years. After school in G204, students can come to discuss a great book, have a sweet, and a cup of tea. The students of BR wish Mr. Jessop a wonderful retirement!

Class Advisors

Best of luck to the class of 2012, it’s been great to work with you through the last four years!

-Ms. Driscoll & Ms. Thibodeau

"I’m a great believer in luck, and I find the harder I work, the more I have of it."

-Thomas Jefferson
We would like to thank our editors Frank Adamo, Nate Braga, and Sarah Vitali. These seniors have spent endless hours collecting information, creating pages, taking photographs, and editing pictures. They did an outstanding job representing the senior class. The club this year was full of laughs and we will always look back on these days and smile. Our editors will truly be missed. Thank you again for your hard work and dedication. It was a big job and a big responsibility, you should be very proud of your work!

Sincerely,
Mrs. Kendall & Ms. Horne
FACULTY
ATHLETICS
FALL
Cheerleading
Cross-Country
Field Hockey
Golf
Football
Volleyball
Soccer
Hannah Amirault, Arielle Catton, Jessica Dion, Kerin Doherty, Anna Haluch, Kristina Manter, Taylor Murphy, Christina Page, Karyssa Shaw, Stephanie Chicoine, Kaitlyn Graham, Kate Levy, Brittany Pace, Jess Berube, Joelle Correia, Victoria Lewis, Kristin McManus, Bailey Pace, Jenna Alfonso, Jillian Kennedy, Emily Miller, Alexandra Valanzola
Coach: Lisa Paze
ROSTER
Eva Bunszel, Kerrin Gillis, Alison Gordon, Olivia Larcom, Megan McDonald, Megan Moriarty, Mikala Murad, Nicole Nelson, Ashley Aimone, Renee Beneski, Paige Dilley, Emily Kern, Kristina Lowder, Caitlin Masterson, Colleen McCuddy, Meghan McGillvray, Annalise Olsen, Katinka Ostermann, Isabella Renzi, Carly Rettig, Shannon Trahan Hallie Burns, Rebecca Estabrook, Kasey Fries, Alexis Murad, Allison Poh, Emily Bumpus, Angela Ferrini, Taylor Lloyd, Alicia Porter, Kayla Porter
Coach: Lorna Hickey

GIRLS' CROSS-COUNTRY
BOYS' CROSS-COUNTRY

ROSTER


Coach: Paul Urban Jr.
ROSTER
Gina Nelson, Jackie Kern, Katie Phieffer, Kelsey Donahue, Erin Walsh, Lauren Gray, Sarah Frye, Claudia Gonzalez, Lauren Koczella, Kristen MacLellan, Ali Ladue, Sam Clementino, Kendal McDonough, Shae O'Connell, Kelly Alberti, Audrey Dolloff, Erin Kelley, Brianna Borghetti, Haley Murray, Stephanie Hardy, Jessie DiCarlo, Nicole Kemmit
Coach: Elaine Sullivan

FIELD HOCKEY
GOLF

ROSTER

Sam Barbetto,
Kevin Conley, Austin
DeAndrade, Jim Doherty,
Jon Hart, Kaelyn Hilliard,
Shane O'Connor, John
Rizzo, Trey Sibert, Ed
Brooks, Kyle Houle, Matt
LaFond, Austin Bickford,
Ryan Swart
Coach: George Pimental
**SENIORS**

Brad Delulias, Branden Morin, Nick Schlatz, Eric Wabrek, Nick Goodhue, Matt Livingston, Seamus Sullivan, Eric Lapworth, Francois LeGrand, Shaquille Wiggins, Steven Wentworth, Eric DeMoura, Cain Vanderbrink, Mark Guarino, Brian Pope
Coach: Dan Buron

**FOOTBALL**
Volleyball

Roster

Chelsea Flaherty, Annie Balaschi, Kelsey Neil, Alli Tabczynski, Madison Barron, Kayla Cohen, Rachel McCall, Lawryne Boyle, Annabel Hood, Kaitlyn Derocha, Brandi Pace, Hanna Perreira, Valerie Hoyle

Coach: Judy Hamilton
ROSTER
Kimberly Wolohojian, Chelsey Curtin, Kristina Cicalis, Jackie Bournazian, Jessica Sullivan, Mikaela Esposito, Gabrielle Aveni, Betsy Hinkley, Katerina Lampros, Carli Rosenfield, Rose Bunszell, Kay Nickerson, Amelia Foley, Shellie Green, Melissa Laubi, Sarah Barnett, Kelly Donnelly, Nina Colombotos
Coach: Tim Kaliff

GIRLS' SOCCER
BOYS' SOCCER

ROSTER

Derek Henrique, Evan Henriques, Matt Cicalis, Steve Pace, Tom Yung, Jose Bustamonte, Kevin Curley, Steve Henriquez, Peter Doherty, Nick Myers, Tyler Smith, Tim Sullivan, Juan Gaitan, Mark Hamalian, Tyler Glavin, Jason Connell, John DaSilva, Brandon Berry, Mitch Brady, Faries Gray, Corey DiNunno, John Heavey, Dan Williams, Eric Champagne, Hunter Coakley, Peter Drowne

Coach: Kevin Pacheco
WINTER

HOCKEY
BASKETBALL
TRACK
GYMNASTICS
WRESTLING
SWIMMING
CHEERLEADING
ICE HOCKEY

ROSTER

Peter Drowne, John Rizzo, Nick Holmes, Mike Smith, Joe McClellan, Nick Chappell, Brian McSherry, Ryan Swart, Mike Chipman, Adam Chase, Pat Mackinnon, Justus Daniels, Jon Hart, John Dray, Sean Lynch, Owen Wholly, Mike Hiltz, Robert Keane, Connor Sullivan, Justin Pelland, Jason Connell, Sal Imprescia, Christian Cellini, Dylan Joyce
ROSTER
Kasey Fries, Valerie Hoyle, Marisa Romano, Julia Milardo, Kristen Lowder, Sara Sperber, Tesslyn Arrighi, Barbara Odiah, Madison Barron, Audrey Dolloff

GIRLS' BASKETBALL
BOYS' BASKETBALL

ROSTER

Seth Wilde, Ben Laing, Kyle Irving, Trevor Bumpus, Robert Dacey, Ryan Murphy, Kashaun Ellis, Peter Doherty, Rashad Bell, Ryan Scripter, Nick Myers, Chris Leazott, Zac Lyons, Seamus Sullivan, Brian Pentz, Mike Bruemmel, Al Fava
SENIORS
Eva Bunszell,
Audrey Chaffee,
Mikaela Esposito,
Sarah Frye,
Liz Smith,
Jessica Sullivan,
Erin Walsh

GIRLS' WINTER TRACK
Mitchell Brady, Kevin Conley, Ryan Cooney, Jason Correia, Austin Deandrade, Zach Dwinell, Matteo Franco, James MacArthur, Russ MacMillian, Martin Murray, Rob Nee, Evan Osbourne, Ryan Putt, Shaquille Wiggins
Roster

Alexandra Blair, Nicole Brown, Bryanna Calley, Josh Cannon, Kelsey Carraggi, Donnice Cole, Katelyn Doherty, Erica Johnson, Mary Korotsky, Maureen Murphy, Magaly Santiago, Kathryn Stoehr, Courtney Sullivan

Gymnastics
WRESTLING

ROSTER

Steve Pace, Jake Rezendes, Bo Tremouliaris, Greg Hollstein, Darvin Anderson, Jacob Horne, Jarek Horne, Tommy Dacey, Aaron Conrad, Eric Wabrek, Mark Guarino, Cain Vanderbrink, Kevin Kelly, Evan Shockley
**Seniors**

Ian Bell, Kevin Curley, Kevin Hexamer, Joe Mele, Kyle Reagan, Kelsie Clark, Kerrin Gillis, Caisie Niles, Cori Spagna, Chelsea Tate, Katelyn Travers, Kim Wolohojian

**Swimming**
Carlee Byrne, Caitlin Christiansen, Stephanie Gendreau, Lexie LaBollita, Meredith McCartin, Jordan Mello, Tatyana Sanders, Julianne Tufts, Jasmine Vasquez
SPRING
BASEBALL
LACROSSE
TENNIS
TRACK
SOFTBALL
BASEBALL

ROSTER

Jason Correia, Dave Miller, Connor Peterson, Corey DiNunno, Ryan Scripter, Chris Cream, Shane Holmes, Pat Chalmers, Chris Smith, Brandon Hoyle, Pat McKinnon, Shawn Lynch, Mike Bruemmel, Tyler Carey, Andrew Noviello, Patrick Nee, Jack Connolly, Brian McSherry, Tyler Glavin, Connor Sullivan, Dan Noviello, Joe Freiday
ROSTER

Brianna Borghetti, Kasey Fries, Marissa Dolloff, Kelsey Donahue, Krysta Williams, Courtney Sheehan, Kendall Smith, Abby Murphy, Alyssa Young, Stephanie Hardy, Haley Murray, Kelly Gormley, Kendall McDonough, Nicole Kemmit, Alison Ladue, Abbie Hatfield, Shae O’Connell, Katelyn Burchill, Marisa Romano, Jessie DiCarlo, Katinka Ostermann, Stephanie Chicoine, Meaghan Farragher, Kelly Aliberti, Laura Brandos, Lauren Boyle

GIRLS' LACROSSE

Girls' Lacrosse
BOYS' LACROSSE

ROSTER

Matt LaFond, Tim O'Connor, Branden Morin, Joe Levy, Matt Cicalis, Owen Wholley, Nick Chappell, Donny Desrosier, Hunter Coakley, Anthony Gallo, Scott Weinstein, Anthony Madden, Sean Reilly, Jimmy Doherty, Truman Daniels, Kyle McDonough, Gino Sergio, Trevor Chute, Nick Ferrigno, Ryan C. Murphy, Geoff Gordon, Ryan Bushlow, Justin Sullivan, Bruce Thorne, Cam MacKinnon, Charlie Driscoll
ROSTER

Sarah Almeida, Alexia Andrews, Annie Balaschi, Claudia Gonzalez, Emily Hadley, Randi Hatch, Leah Johnson, Corinne Richards, Nida Ritt, Andrea Rota, Emily Thomas, Rachel Thomas, Amy Trottier, Colleen Unda, Haley-Wayne, Bridget Wegand

GIRLS' TENNIS
BOYS' TENNIS

ROSTER

Trevor Bonito, Vince DiCorpo, Andrew Do, Jay McGillis, Mike Meagher, Joe Mele, Owen O'Connor, Patrick O'Connor, Shane O'Connor, Cam Quagge, Kyle Rego, Pontus Skol, Chris St. Louis
SENIORS
Eva Bunszell
Audrey Chaffee
Sarah Frye
Melissa Laubi
Megan Moriarty
Jessica Sullivan

GIRLS' SPRING TRACK
Boys' Spring Track

Seniors

Mitch Brady
Ryan Cooney
Robert Dacey
Zachary Dwinell
Matteo Franco
François Legrand
Zac Lyons
James MacArthur
Rob Nee
Ryan Putt
ROSTER

Ally Chappell, Chelsea Correia, Sarah Dawson, Audrey Dolloff, Holly Greet, Mary Korotsky, Emily Kurkul, Kristin MacLellan, Rachel McCall, Alyssa McKinnon, Julia Milardo, Hanna Pereira, Sophie Perez, Jordan Rodrigue, Madi Shaw, Karyssa Shaw

SOFTBALL
ORGANIZATIONS
American Sign Language Club is new to Bridgewater Raynham Regional High School this year. Our goal is to effectively communicate with people who use ASL including the Deaf, as well as, understand Deaf culture. Members are encouraged to use ASL outside of school and to teach others what they know.

ART CLUB

Through the years, the Art Club has made it its mission to promote art throughout the school and the community. The members of the Art Club explore a variety of techniques such as drawing and painting, while also incorporating various mediums such as glass and clay into their work.

BAND

Bridgewater-Raynham's band consists of a group of extremely talented musicians. During the year the band performs in various events such as the annual Holiday concert. This year, the band could be seen, but more importantly, heard, at all of the B-R football games.
B-R MENTORS

This is the fourth year for this amazing new program at Bridgewater Raynham. Students have volunteered and undergone training to become mentors to both high school and younger year students. The mentors also developed the BRIDGE program for 8th graders to improve the transition into high school.

CAFE 129

Every Tuesday around lunch time, the school is aching with hunger pains for Cafe 129's delicious lunch entrees. Each Tuesday, we get the privilege to be served by these students who are practicing skills such as serving, cooking, and making change. It is always the best service, and always the hottest spot to each lunch at Bridgewater Raynham.

CHORUS

The chorus is a group of talented young singers who have two annual concerts: one in the winter and one in the spring. This year, they have even made appearances at the local Bridgewater and Raynham town meetings to show how important the music department really is to the town.
CIVICS CLUB

The Civics Team worked to teach the students of Bridgewater Raynham the importance of "civic duty" which includes the right to vote. They also reach out into the community and put civic duty into action by working with the senior community and teaching them to better use today's fast changing technology.

COLOR GUARD

DANCE TEAM

NEW TREND!!!! Bridgewater Raynham Regional High School Dance Team New Trend! This is our first year. We have performed at Pep Rally, Talent Show, and Basketball games. Our dances include hip-hop, salsa and many other styles. Our team is dedicated, hard working and most important FUN!! Our mission is to have fun, meet new people, share cultures and do something we all love.
DRAMA CLUB

The Bridgewater-Raynham Regional High School Drama Club is something of a creative haven for students who wish to develop their skills in many different styles of both acting and theater production. Its members meet twice weekly to practice skills such as monologue recitation, improvisation, poetry reading, and acting in a full-length production of Allison Williams’s Mmmbeth. They, along with the BRRHS Raynwater Players, will host a youth theater workshop for their community’s young aspiring actors.

FOREIGN LANGUAGE

The Foreign Language Club took a closer look at a variety of cultures from countries around the world. Throughout the year, we celebrated many holidays including El Dia de Los Muertos (Day of the Dead) and the Chinese New Year. In addition, during each meeting a current cultural event was discussed through Culture Corner.

GAY-STRAIGHT ALLIANCE

The Gay-Straight Alliance worked to promote awareness for LGBT (Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, and Transgender) issues and helped to create a safer school environment for all students. The GSA sponsored many events throughout the year including the Day of Silence and the Purple Day, both exemplifying support for LGBT.
LIBRARY DOCENTS

The Library Docents are a group of friendly, enthusiastic, and committed students who enjoy working with groups of students and faculty. They are trained to assist with all aspects of the library, which include checking books in and out, locating and shelving books, and assisting with computers and photocopies.

MARCHING BAND

For a second season, Bridgewater Raynham has its very own marching band. Through hard work and determination, the marching band was able to showcase a variety of music throughout the season.

MATH TEAM

The dedicated members of the Mathematics Team work consistently to solve problems from every area of the immense subject, including geometry, algebra, and calculus. Their dedication is shown in their preparation and eagerness to compete in meets across the region.
The Mock Trial club works with the Massachusetts Bar Association to compete with other schools by playing out a courtroom scenario. Students in the Mock Trial club experience first-hand how a real courtroom operates as they work through a new case each year, learn the law, and participate as attorneys and witnesses for the trial. Trials are held in area courtrooms and student-attorneys sit before mock trial judges.

Consisting of seniors inducted during either their junior or senior year, the National Honor Society combines high academic expectations with community service, creating well-rounded individuals with a focus on serving their communities. The students were chosen based on scholarship, service, leadership, and character.

The Peer Leaders is a community service based group that emphasizes volunteering. The Peer Leaders sponsored many activities including a Halloween party, bake sale, coat collection, Scholarship Banquet, Santa Breakfast, cancer walk, and senior citizens assistance.
PHOTOGRAPHY CLUB

The Photography Club is back from hiatus and in its second year. Every week students are given a challenge and submit their work to the club for review. You will also find them at many school events including Sporting Events, Junior Prom Fashion Show or the Pep Rally.

POSITIVE ACTIONS CLUB

Positive Actions club’s purpose is to make a positive impact in our school and community through positive actions that we believe are the stepping stones to success.

RAYNWATER PLAYERS

The Raynwater Players put in many hours of hard work to prepare a performance of a Broadway musical each year. From dancing to costumes, the Raynwater Players work both on stage and off to put together the best show possible. This year they performed Les Miserables.
SCHOOL CLIMATE

School Climate Group works consistently to highlight and showcase students' achievements and to promote positive interactions within the school community. Through various activities, the group members help foster an appreciation of individuals' differences and cultivate feelings of pride and respect in the school.

SCHOOL COMMITTEE ADVISORY

The School Committee Advisory Board is an elected group of students from each grade who interview club advisers and present what they find to the B-R Regional School Committee. Committee members are enthusiastic to hear their reports and to receive monthly updates of the events within our school.

SCHOOL NEWSPAPER

The Grapevine is back in 2011 after a two-year hiatus. You can read all about what's happening at the Regional on-line at bridge-rayn.org, high school, student newspaper.
SCIENCE OLYMPIAD

The Bridgewater Raynham Science Olympiad Team belongs to the Southeastern Massachusetts Division which is part of a nation-wide organization. The team works rigorously to learn scientific knowledge that will help them to compete against other schools.

SENIORS ENTERING THE MILITARY

Though not an actual club, we would like to use this space to give special thanks to those who are planning to serve our country. Through various branches of service, these seniors are recognized members of Bridgewater Raynham’s Class of 2012.

SHOW CHOIR

Inspired by the TV show "Glee", Bridgewater Raynham has started Show Choir group. Show Choir meets regularly to learn songs and choreography for Bridgewater Raynham’s semi-annual concerts. Bridgewater Raynham and the community enjoy their performances and appreciate the energy they bring to the stage!
SKI CLUB

The Ski Club plans trips to a variety of skiing locations throughout New England in the winter. Such locations include Bretton Woods, Sunapee, Loon Mountain, and Sunday River. The Ski Club has become a great way to make friends and enjoy a day out on the slopes.

STUDENT COUNCIL

The Student Council consists of students from all grades who are voted in by their peers. The group hosts a variety of fundraisers, community service events, and school activities. These include the annual food drive for Thanksgiving, Teacher Appreciation Week, and Spirit Week.

TJ2

TJ 2 is Bridgewater Raynham's very own robotics team. The team works diligently each year to build a robot, create animation, design tie dye t-shirts, write newsletters, and manage a website. In the end, they also get to travel to various locations around the country to show the other teams what they are made of.
The staff of Unitas works tirelessly each year to present B-R with the best possible yearbook. From sorting pictures to designing layouts, the members of Unitas are always busy with something. In the end, the final product is worth all the time and effort spent throughout the year. Missing from photo: Courtney Taylor & Nicole Nelson (gr 11). We couldn’t have done it without them!

The YESS Club promotes awareness of social and environmental issues. By making videos, organizing events, and bringing in topical speakers, the club encourages healthy behaviors and environmentally sound practices. Club sponsored events include a recycled fashion show and Green Awareness Day.
CLASS OFFICERS

SENIORS

JUNIORS

SOPHOMORES

FRESHMEN
Prom
Semi-Formal
Holiday Party
Spirit Week
Pep Rally
Mr. BR
Talent Show
SEMI-FORMAL
SPIRIT WEEK
Pep-Rally
Mr. B-R
March 16, 2012
Shrinkage to this "special goodie" has left students across BR unsatisfied.
TALENT SHOW
Special Olympics
Nicole Quigley
Jade Ravida
Abigail Raymond
Kyle Reagan
John Rizzo
Alexandra Rosher
Lauren Russell
Ryan Saba
Anna Sargent
Laurel Scannell
James Scaramozzino
Megan Schavrien
Nick Schlatz
Karyssa Shaw
Victoria Shoemaker
Trey Sibert
Kayla Silva
Chris Smith
Kendall Smith
Liz Smith
Tyler Smith
Cori Spagna
Sara Sperber
Kathryn Stoehr
Jen Sullivan
Jess Sullivan
Kourtney Sullivan
Michaela Sullivan
TOP MOVIES '94
- FORREST GUMP
- LION KING
- THE SANTA CLAUSE

TOP SONGS '93
- I Will Always Love You
  - WHITNEY HOUSTON
  Whoomp (there it is) [House Mix]
- TAG TEAM
  (I can't help) Falling in love with you
- UB40

TOP SONGS '94
- All I Want To do
  - SHERYL CROW
- I'll Make Love To You
  - BOYS TO MEN
- Turn The Beat Around
  - GLORIA ESTEFAN
**TOP NAMES '94**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GIRL'S</th>
<th>BOY'S</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>JESSICA</td>
<td>MICHAEL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASHLEY</td>
<td>CHRISTOPHER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SARAH</td>
<td>MATTHEW</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SPORTS CHAMPIONS '94**

**SUPERBOWL XXVII**

The Dallas Cowboys won the Superbowl against the Buffalo Bills with a score of 30-17.

**WORLD SERIES**

In 1994 there wasn't an MLB World Series due to a players strike. It's the only one to have happen!

**STANLEY CUP**

The Montreal Canadians beat the Los Angeles Kings 4-1 in the series. This was the 24th Stanley Cup win for Montreal!

**NBA FINALES**

The Houston Rockets took on the New York Knicks and won 4 games to 3!
YOUNGER YEARS
HIGH SCHOOL YEARS
HIGH SCHOOL YEARS
Class Musicians
Kathryn Stoehr and Josh Cannon

Most Likely To Be Tardy
Sam Coute and Michael Harrison

Most Likely To Succeed
Megan McDonald and James Curtin

Class Artists
Erin Walsh and Dan Lynch

Funniest
Katelyn Teague and Peter McManus
Cutest Couple
Tom O’Connor and Morgan Kelly

Loudest
Jackie Bournazian and Derek Kenney

Most Likely To Brighten Your Day
Sam Barbetto and Jessica Dion

Most Changed
Randi Hatch and Shane Moroge

Most School Spirit
James Scaramuzzino and Rachel McCall
**Most Athletic**
Audrey Dolloff and Nick Schlatz

**Best Dressed**
Chelsea Flaherty and Shaquille Wiggins

**Most Likely to Fall Asleep in Class**
Christina Picone and Ryan Putt

**Good Samaritan**
Alysha Moroni and Scott Olson

**Best Eyes**
Cain Vanderbrink and Jen Sullivan
Best Smile
Lauren Russell and Nick Goodhue

Class Actor/Singer
Kelly Miller and Nick Cox

Life of the Party
Chris Cream and Gina Nelson

Best Friends
Ellie Collins and Danielle Henshaw

Best Friends
Matt Thompson and Peter McManus
Class Favorites

Actor - Johnny Depp

Lunch - Chicken Nuggets

Subject - English

Time of Day - 2:00

Animal - Dog

Teacher - Mr. Powers
Breakfast - Pancakes

Coffee - French Vanilla

Vacation Spot - Cape Cod

Actress - Megan Fox

TV Show - Workaholics

School Event - Pep rally
Class Favorites

Game - Monopoly

Hobby - Sleeping

Store - Forever 21

Restaurant - Panera Bread

Texting Abbreviation

Video Game - Call of Duty
SPORT - FOOTBALL

BOOK - HARRY POTTER

SUPERHERO - BATMAN

MOVIE - THE TOWN

MUSIC GENRE - RAP

LUNCH LADY - MS. COSTA
MICHAEL ABATE

Mike
"Live life to make yourself proud and everyone else is impressed"
BR night football games, basketball games and my friends

FRANCIS ADAMO

Frankie, Frank the Tank, TeddyBear
Football 1, Yearbook 4
Lomp, "Forever And A Day".
Peanut Butter, I'm Sexy and I Know It! BlubBlub,
RippleNubbin.Frank&Beans, BFF's= SB, NN, IB.
Thanks for all the memories. <3 Always Gram&Brittney,
Thnx Dad&Mom."All our dreams can come true, if we have the courage to pursue them." Walt Disney

WILLIAM AIMONE

Will
The Dean cross country 1-3,
Winter track 1-2, Lacrosse 1-2,
Spring track 2-3

KAITLYN AKERS

SARAH ALMEIDA

Tennis 1-4
Friends thank you for the laughs and smiles! SYG love you guys! Mom, Dad, Grandma & Grandpa + Nick, thank you and love you! To everyone else, good luck and make a difference!

IKECHI AMAEFULE

Ike
Basketball, Football, chill with friends, go to the movies, play video games and pull pranks on each other.
"Only God Can Judge Me That which does not kill me can only make me stronger. I don't see why everybody feel as though that they gotta tell me how to live my life"

EMILY AMICHETTI

Echetti, Munchkin
Field Hockey 1-2,
Culinary Club 1
You got to risk it to get the biscuit.
LTFB, I love you all!
Thank you mom and dad for always supporting me in everything I do.

HANNAH AMIRault

JB & GN amigas illy<3. The squad illy all <3, BRVC & fab four much love, baseball fields, camping, the shed, titicut, cape-cod, summer 10 & 11.
Massassett state park, Tuesday's at Matta, Brianna's, Cumbies<3:Luke, Zach, Mom. and Dad<3
"Age is an issue of mind over matter. If you don't mind, it doesn't matter."

"Do not follow where the path may lead. Go instead where there is no path and leave a trail."

"It's not the length of life, but the depth of life"

"Find the joy in your life" "Dream what you want to dream, go where you want to go, be what you want to be. Because you have only one life and one chance to do all the things you want to."

"We are like roses that have never bothered to bloom when we should have bloomed and it is as if the sun has become disgusted with waiting" - Charles Bukowski
ANDREW
Bean
Beaner
"Ride it like you stole it"
Leaving school at 2.

IAN
Bell
Tarzan, Ding-a-ling
Swim team 1-4
Git RippleNubbin F.A. LY N.N. Peanut butter, inverted
Bubble Bath J.M, Semper Fi.
"A young man who does not
have what it takes to perform
military service is not likely to
have what it takes to make a
living. Today's military rejects
include tomorrow's hard-core
unemployed." John F. Kennedy
TY dom.dad,and nana USMC

NICHOLAS
Bergeron
Nick, Lil Berge, Bergeroni
"Life Goes Faster Than You
Think... Don't Blink"
Camping. Hanging Out With
My Friends, Partying and Off-
Roading. Thank God For
Senior Year Class of 2012.

JESSICA
Black
Jess, Jeb
Library Docents 2-4, NHS 3-4
"Always let your conscience be
your guide." - Jiminy Cricket
F5 stay gold, Disney movies, Friendly's, Pearl brunching,
lake weekends, Roger, always reading, gym classes, creative
writing, ET buddies, MS fresh
prince and Phillippe, NL
cantaloupe, AM Maj birds.
Thank you Mom

JACLYN
BOURNAZIAN
Jackie
My Amigas <3; HA GN, Fab
Four, The "Squad"; I love you
guys. Our Baseball fields (CL),
Shed & Camping, CC 10',
Monday Morning bfast, Dinner
Dates, ASB w/Osgood &
Hannah, Fire, Days@ the Dew,
Mornings before school,
Massasoit State Park. Thank
you mom, dad, Pete, and Kat.

CRISTIAN
Bracero
Baseball 1,
Best of the Bunch 3

MITCHELL
Brady
Soccer 1-4, Winter track 1-4,
Spring track 1-4
"And if the world breaks your
legs you go and beat it with
your crutch" - George Watsky
XC Brotherhood, Fishing,
Running and Basketball.

NATHAN
Braga
Nate Dawn
"I have not failed. I've just
found 10,000 ways that won't
work." -Thomas Edison
Much love and thanks to Mom,
Dad, Nick, and all of my
friends. Great Times with Da
Boice. Luke's Challenges,
CYO, Biddy Blazers,
3balls.com Crew; Amirault
Arena, Silver Cokes. Yearbook,
and the Boys Nights.
Laura Brandos
Lax 1-4 Lax Cpt 4, Stuco 1-4, Stuco Pres 4, Swim 2-3, Mentoring 2-3
“Wherever you go, go with all your heart.” KG DG BP RB TC; we each take different paths in life, but no matter where we go we take a little bit of each other everywhere. Lax girls love you. JD love you cuz. Mom, Dad, & Richie: thank you for everything. Love you always & forever

Madison Braz
Maddie
“Imperfections is beauty. Madness is genius. It is better to be absolutely ridiculous than absolutely boring.”

Shae Brazil
Bra
TY Family and Friends

Samuel Brennan
Sam
Soccer 1, Spring Track 1-3, Winter Track 1-3, Yearbook 4. “Beagin Agus A Ra Go Maith”- say little but say it well. Lomp. Veronica= Gingee Love. Harry is a BOY!.. See what I did there?... junk. “I'm a Fish! Blub Blub!” Styrofoam, woh woh woh! wait what? “NONONO!” carol just has a cold, she'll be all better soon.

Courtney Brocato-Reid

Garrett Brooks
Brooksie
The Original Crew.

Timothy Brown
Timmy
"Light up the darkness.” Cruising in the GEO/Probe. My crew. Greg's house.

Treavor Brown
TB
Cafe 129 1-4
Cool times in gym, Boston field trip. Cafe 129 bus boy. Thank you Mr. Brogna, Miss K, Miss Temme, Miss S, Mrs. Morrison and all of classmates that I have had for 4 years. A special thanks to Donald Wood.
JERRY BUISSERETH
JerrBear
Basketball, chill with friends, play video games.
"We can't change the World. Unless we change ourselves."

JOSEPH BUMPUS
Bumpy
Gay-Straight Alliance 1-4,
Peer Mentoring 4.
"Insanity is something you do over and over again and expect different results."
-Albert Einstein.
Great memories with my partner Jennifer Sikora.
FA, SB, BN, TH, CE
friends that will be missed.
Thank you Mom, Dad, & My Brothers.

TREVOR BUMPUS
Thump
basketball 1-4 football
"If it is to be, it is up to me"
CL KE KW SS JS MB PD JJ CD GG kb&mb bros 4 lyfe. No ceiling, swag surfin, BH20 wave, D-Block Dipset.
Gordons Studio, Tree Fort,
Love my crew squad up

EVA BUNSZELL
E
Travel Soccer 1-4
"You don't got nothing to prove to nobody except yourself."
JAJEINK, and cool crew I love you guys thank you for everything core four so many good times. the crusaders and xe so much love. Benjamin! Thank you mom and dad.

KEVIN BURKE
Kev, Kzu, Kevsky, Burkie
Science Olympiad 1-4,
Foreign Language 1-4,
YESS 3-4, GSA 4
"It matters not what someone is born, but what they grow to be."-Dambidore
ASB w TM KM DM RM, School Spirit weeks, Spanish videos NS NG MM NC JJ MS, AP bio, Chinese KC LR.
Friends CE RT EC

RYAN BUSHLOW
Bush
Football 1-3 lacrosse 1-4
"The best days of our lives" Made so many new friends and had the time of my life. So many memories to list that will stick forever. Thanks to everyone who has helped me along the way. It has been a great journey.

ERIN BUSSEY
EBus
"Never let people get to you. They can't pull the trigger if you don't hand them the gun."
My best that have been here through everything. luv you all; KC KM EA MM BP CS <3 Momo & Brandi, love you both I'll miss you oodles next year ;)
Momma, loveyoualways.

JOSE BUSTAMANTE ZULUAGA
Good Times.
Un ano con muy buenas experiencias!
CONNOR BYRNES
Byrnes
Luckies, Al Freddy VL BM BM JS DK JJS KM DM KW JR RS KM VS RA Brianas. vics garage. fam 2011. summer tacos barn. ping pong. horseneck. 4th of July. sheding the mountains s10. cruising. camper. guyyy. cumbys 104. profile rock. denton rock. freetown quarries. pats place. mr miagi's basement love you mom and dad

DANIEL CANNATA
Dan The Man
Science Olympiad
"Slow Progress Is Better Than No Progress"
Meaning it doesn't matter how fast your doing it as long as you get it done.-Daniel Cannata
Gym class was awesome. Anything that put a twist into a class was cool.

JOSHUA CANNON
Josh
Raynwater players 2-4, Ultimate 1-4, Band 1-4, Marching Band 3-4, Chorus 3-4, Gymnastics 3-4, Photo Club 3-4, NHS 4
"I do so much with so little for so long that I feel like I can do anything with nothing."
GTS and friends in band always; Raynwater!

ARIELLE CATTON
"Don't waste tomorrow thinking about today." Varsity cheerleading 2-4 cafe' kmants BRVC ly sissy

BRIAN CAVANAUGH
Bcav
Parkour 1-4
"What a long strange trip it's been."

AUDREY CHAFFEE
Audgpaudg =)
"Life's a dance, you learn as you go. Sometimes you lead, sometime you follow."
The best times with friends at lunch and around school. Photography club, track 2-4. and travel soccer since elementary school. Never forget the Crusaders!

PATRICK CHALMERS
Pat
Baseball 1-4, Hockey 1, XC 3
"We don't remember the days, we remember the moments."
Thank you Mom, Dad, Meaghen, and all my friends.

ERIC CHAMPAGNE
Erik
Soccer 1-4, Spring track 1, Math team 3
"Character is like a tree and reputation like a shadow. The shadow is what we think of it; the tree is the real thing." - Abraham Lincoln
KELSEY CHARLAND

"Imagination is more important than knowledge"
My friends are the fattest cats in town!

VALDEMAR CHAVES

Val, Double Sunday
Golf 1, TV Club 2, Science
Olympiad 3-4 "In the midst of fame, or whatever you call it, my biggest fear is that the ones I love most will have a misguided perception of me. No matter what I say and do, I will always be a person vulnerable to stress, heartaches, troubles and pain. I will always long for unconditional love and peace." - Bom "Mondega" Siu
GG BR

MICHAEL CHITMAN

Chip
Hockey 1-4
"100% of the shots I don't take won't go in"
I had great times playing hockey some of the best years of my life even with that dreaded practice. Awesome times with Mr. powers "OUTSTANDING." I'm actually going to miss this.
R.I.P. PAPA.

TREVOR CHUTE

Chutey
Football 1-4, Wrestling 1,
Lacrosse 1-4,
Student Council 1
"Don't live down to expectations. Go out there and do something remarkable." All around great four years, made some of the best friends and some even better memories. Thank you to all those who helped along the way. Love you Mom and Dad.

KRISTINA CICALIS

Krisy
Soccer 1-4, Winter Track 1-3,
NHS 3-4 "Memory is a way of holding on to the things you love, the things you are, and the things you never want to lose." CCISML<3, blackhawks, BR girls soccer, pasta parties & tping ly girls, studies in checo & sylv. football games. baseball fields, going to london. SC&KJ dp's. Matt, good luck! TY Mom and Dad. 11.15.08 SW<3.

KELLSIE CLARK

Kels
NHS 3-4, Soccer 1-2, Swim 1-4 "If you're not willing to risk it all, then you don't want it bad enough." Trifecta, Superheroes, non-dub dates, coffee runs, underwear shopping, buckelista, Raynham adventures, money schemes, starbucks/target dates, junes crew. Thanks for everything Shan, love you! Ly Kar & Jord Ty mom&dad TY Ringette,
Norman,&Mrs.McKenna

JEREMY CLEVELAND

Jerry, Jman
It's been real. I got it done thank you to mom and dad all of my family and Mrs. Murphy from the Raynham middle school. Listen to the teachers and do the work and you'll be all set.

CODY CLOUDMAN

Cody
Football 1, Winter Track 1,2,3.
Spring Track 1,2.
"Some people live an entire lifetime and wonder if they have ever made a difference in the world, but the Marines don't have that problem."
Matt. "Clough"
XC 1-4, Winter+ Spring track
1-4, NHS 3-4, Raynwater Stage Crew 4 GT’s at BR
"let’s honor our mistakes by allowing them to teach us, let’s
consider our failings to be gifts and share them humbly with
others. Let the cracks in our perfect facades let in light and
air so that new life can grow through them."

Ellen Collins
DRG, summer 2010.
Danielle, I couldn’t have asked
for a better best friend, illy.
Cmrn ASB bff love you
always. Crew summer
2000+11. rms08, cape cod
canal, nh, hd ladies

Julianne Collins
Ju
"If I had observed all the rules
I’d never have gotten
anywhere.”
Saba, Dpoh, 2Step, Deena.
Bdixen, Shiggles -
Much love homes
xo Family - I love you all
forever&always xo

James Concannon
Jimmy
"Don’t let them fool you or
even try to school you"
Hockey 2-3 Krew

Kevin Conley
Kev
Golf 1-4, Winter Track 2-4,
Spring Track 2-4,
Ski and ride 4
"Don’t let life get in the way of
living.” OCL Champs. Great
times with the golf team. Track
meets at Wheaton and the
Reggie. Best times with
amazing upper-classmen. Best
friends. Great 4 years at BR.
Rego rapping. TY to Thibs,
Murdoch, Patrick, and Dooley.
TY to mom, dad, and sis.
Brandon Conlon
Bacon

Ryan Cooney
Cooney, Coondog, Little Coon Cross Country 1-4, winter Track 1-4, Spring Track 1-4, RCE 2-4 "Virtus Sola Nobilitas" (virtue is the only nobility) - Cooney Moto The Cross Country pasta parties. Concrete canoes with Ms. Jerome's class. Spring Track states sophomore year. Getting Habanero peppers banned. Making messes in the lunch room.

Jason Correia
Jcorr, JC, Jay XC 1-4, WT 1-4, Baseball 1-4, "Enjoy the best things in your life Cuz your not gonna get to live it twice" Great times with great people. From Scattering from Herb during practice to Playing zombie tag in the halls to singing on the Track bus home from our meets with Norgaard, Kevin, Kyle, and Austin. TY Thibs, D. Sully, Kearny, Fernand o, Herb, Roddy, and my friends.

Donald Correia Jr
DJ
"Family Over Everything"
"Replace Fear Of The Unknown With Curiosity"
"The future belongs to those who prepare for it today"
"The past cannot be changed, forgotten, edited or erased. It can only be accepted" Senior Year Nappz, Nelly G, Jenni G, Aj H, Mrs. A, Sam H, Jazzy J, Nikki T

John Cote
Cotay, Jacket W. Track 1, YESS 2-4 "I have never let my schooling interfere with my education." Super duper fun - totebags & red nation comrades, BD & SM shows, luner eclipse/massasoit, Park street Elevator Project, open mic, phish food, habaneros, remember not to lionize, DR bad yo, bookclub, recycling, soulehomestead, shaq pizza, traditional moldovan dancing, CF

Samantha Coutte
Sammy2step XC 1-4, WT 1-4, Baseball 1-4, "Enjoy the best things in your life Cuz your not gonna get to live it twice" Great times with great people. From Scattering from Herb during practice to Playing zombie tag in the halls to singing on the Track bus home from our meets with Norgaard, Kevin, Kyle, and Austin. TY Thibs, D. Sully, Kearny, Fernando, Herb Roddy, and my friends.

Nicholas Cox
Nick, Cox, Coxy, Foxy Coxy Raywater 1-3, X-Country 1-2 Student Council 2-3, President 2-4, Civics 1-2, Chorus 3-4, Band 1, 2-4 "When life gives you lemons... you probably just found lemons." VP Thomson stealing my announcement gig, awesome Raywater memories, Harry, Johnny FP, fancy night Thanksful for this 4 year experience. Loved every minute of it and everyone in it. Time to go conquer the world!

Kathryn Crealese
Katie Show Choir 3-4, Chorus 4, YESS 1-2 TY Mom & Dad LY, LY Grammy "Having a dream keeps you alive, overcoming the challenges make life worth living" - Mary Tyler Moore
Christopher Cream
Biddy Nuggets 1-4, Baseball 1-4, Football 1-3 "For every dark night, there's a brighter day." Fab4, Dockin Ships, Pleasant Field, 3balls, CrAy Tape, S. Brotherhood, Baseball Field, Titicut, El Tigre, The Funnel, TBS, 3rd of July, Summer 09. Shout out to Tres Amigas. Thank you Mom and Dad for everything. Ily Good luck Jesse. Thank you for everything Matt ily. Rest Easy

Daniel Creighton
Football 1 Wrestling 1-2 DD crew
"Genius isn't anything more than elegant common sense." GTs in SC, the boys, da roof, pleasant field, New Haven, Fort wannaknockaho, skip day. Much thanks S.W.

Breanna Cullinane
"Live the life you love, love the life you live." KM vanill, CO, JP, KC, ED, DN, AR, EM Mom Dad Stacey thank you for everything. I love you, Kaila Jordynn Haley ILY

Alisa Curley
"Every accomplishment starts with the decision to try." - Unknown
Playing basketball texting and talking on the phone with friends. My friends that have always been there for me, no matter what. J.G, S.H, M.S, E.F, J.N And my mom and dad for loving me and supporting me my whole life.

Kevin Curley
Soccer 1-4&Track 1-3
"Be who you are and say what you feel, because those who mind don't matter, and those who matter don't mind." BR Girls Soccer, pasta parties, tping, so many memories summer&prom '11, semis; Friday night football games, studies in checo&syly<3 Marisa Good luck ily, TY mom&dad JS, KC, ML<3 good luck C.R, B.M ily tyfe<3

Chelsey Curtin
Soccer 1-4&Track 1-3
"Veni, Vidi, Vici" Harvard College Class of 2016. It's been a great four years at BR. Best of luck to all my friends and classmates in the years ahead. Thanks to Mom, Dad, and family. Also thanks to G. dePontbriand, C. Spear, J. Sylvia, M. Rossi, and C. Slater. I couldn't have done it without you all.

James Curtin Jr
Band 1-4, Mock Trial 1-4, Civics Club 1-4, Math Team, NHS
"Veni, Vidi, Vici" Harvard College Class of 2016. It's been a great four years at BR. Best of luck to all my friends and classmates in the years ahead. Thanks to Mom, Dad, and family. Also thanks to G. dePontbriand, C. Spear, J. Sylvia, M. Rossi, and C. Slater. I couldn't have done it without you all.

Robert Cushing III
Mock trial, Track, Winter Track, Drama
"Life has become immeasurably better since I have been forced to stop taking it seriously" This Must Be The Place, R.I.P Lincoln, My fellow American, Walking to TD's, S.A.S., Buffalo Chicks, JT Bap, Stacker, Giants MySpace, Is This It, The ticket to the big show, Daddy issues, Exiled to the toy room, skateboarding
"Be the change you want to see in the world." -Gandhi

A lot of good memories. Good times in study. Yes, we have no bananas. Dunks crew all the way. Panera and Starbucks dates. Thanks to the people who have helped me along the way. Especially mom and dad, thanks for everything.

"The World is yours" -Nas

"Life isn't about waiting for the storm to pass, it's about learning to dance in the rain." C&C after math. GTS in study and Starbucks date. DTNE for life. Cape vacation. Thank you to my family, Victoria and Lauren.

"Get busy living or get busy dying." Fab 4, tres amigas, guys and girls, 28-8, Gillette, the lights, Badger layer, Bradford Ln., Titi cut, trips to the cape, Boston, July 3rd, ruthless SC, Kings at the Demouras, baseball fields, and many more good times. Mom, Dad, and Nick thanks ly.

"But since your heads in the clouds the best advice I found is don't look down" Baseball golf with D., Zombie tag in the hallways after school, golf season best four years of sports, Dominos at the reggie, great times in Turecote's English class, great friends, derp.

"Gonna miss the heat" Gillette, no ceilings, cape cod, Hardmor, glow paint, titi cut, lewis and clarkie, JVLand, Biddy Bulls, Kings of Leon, dipsect, sledding, BR O-Line, Scott Ericson, 012 Smell it, Wichita 00 Drive Home, crAy, forts, NWA, Mario Mastro, Roche Thank you mom, dad, chris cream, etc, good luck Brianna and Benny.
SAMANTHA DENNENO

Sam
"Imperfection is beauty, madness is genius and its better to be absolutely ridiculous than absolutely boring" Andrea & Julia, always, ju & summy2stepxo daly good luck girl. Maine. Nantucket. Halloween. summer!0. Boston. Dever. family

KAITLIN DE ROCHA

"To infinity and beyond." Lord of the Rings nights. bro time. deep convos about nothing. First Night. Story Land. TJ drives. musical close. Adirondacks Ms.. Star Wars. bowling GTS. Thank you Mom and Dad. I love you

MICHAEL DIAS

Mike
NHS 3-4, math team 1-4
"I just can't wait to be king" I'm terrible at nostalgia.

MATTHEW DICARLO

Matty D
"Better late than never. but never late is better”
"Dream as if you'll live forever, live as if you'll die today”

ELAINA D'CORPO

Laina
"The best thing to hold onto in life is each other." - Audrey Hepburn. Raynwater Players Cast 2-4. N.H.S. 4. Ceramics w/ Mego. Obliva. & Erin

ANTHONY DIMEO

Mayo

MICHAEL DIMOS


JESSICA DION

Cheerleading 1-4. NHS 4
Laugh as much as you breathe, and love as long as you live. I love my 4 best friends, girls nights, movie nights, big friend little friend, BRVC fsu, Matta, Tito&Sandy, beach house, Devinn, Salt Lake City, Mr. Powers, Study. Thank you Mom, Dad & Paul.

Basketball 1-4 Soccer 1-4 Ultimate Frisbee 11-12, you will miss 100 percent of the shots you don't take. NWA. Winter X-Games out back. 3rd of July at the Beach House. Trips down the Boat. AAU basketball with the Blazers. Mr. Powers, Study. Pond hockey at the Harts. 3 on 3 hall with the boys. Thank you Mom. John, Dad, Deb. Dev, Greg, Paul and Uncle Mike.

Field hockey 2-4, Basketball 1-4, Softball 1-4. "I may not be a smart man, but I know what love is." -Forrest Gump I love you B-R FG, MM

If you live to be one hundred I want to live to live to be one hundred minus one day so I never have to live without you" GT's with my friends, LAX team, and family. Thank you and love you. Mom, Dad, Lucas, Bre, and Mason.

"The best way out is always through"-Robert Frost Thank you Julia and Emily, for all the memories throughout high school. I love you forever J.P. E.A. E.M. M.L. N.T. B.C. D.Y. S.M.
April
"People all over the world are telling their one dramatic story and how their life has turned into getting over this one event. Now their lives are more about the past than their future."

"You miss 100% of the shots you don't take"  -Wayne Gretzky

"Dreams never die"

"I realize that I'm black, but I like to be viewed as a person." thanks 4 everything mom by fam treefort.shed.tresamigas.they lovin the crew.long sessions CI DM DK SS JS GG CD KW TB RW ly guys

"The Adventures of Droon" Mr Pacheco is the best teacher!

"I have met with but one or two persons in the course of my life who understood the art of Walking... Who had a genius, so to speak for sauntering." Thanks to all my friends and acquaintances, esp. KM, TG, KH, EG, JB. So long and thanks for all the fish.

"I have met with but one or two persons in the course of my life who understood the art of Walking... Who had a genius, so to speak for sauntering." Thanks to all my friends and acquaintances, esp. KM, TG, KH, EG, JB. So long and thanks for all the fish.

EMMA
ESTABROOK
Basketball 1-2, Ski Club 1-2, Peer Leaders 3-4
"You have to go on and be crazy. Craziness is like heaven." - Jimi Hendrix
Summers at the pond. ASB w/Mikaela. Weekends & the senior year group. Friday night football games. Being awkward w/Melissa & Lexi.

ALBERT
FAVA III
Big Al Basketball 1-4
"If it wasn’t for the friends I had. and love, I would be crazy"
2/3 My name chanted at a basketball game, TY all of my friends.

JULIA
FINKELSTEIN
J-Fink, Jules, Ninja Art Club 3-4, NHS 4, GSA 4.
Foreign Language 1-2, Mock Trial 3, Anime Club 2
sometimes, even a devil may cry." GT w/Mrs. Doubtfire, Fedora Triplets, AB 2012, Poke! Contaminat! SRS BSNS. Heated Debates, doing nothing w/everyone. movie marathons, game nights, fridge-raiding & cosplay, TY Erin & Jonah. Octavia & Raina, Seraph & Virg, Alex

CHELSEA
FLAHERTY
Chels, Chelly Volleyball 2-4
"Do not follow where the path may lead. Go instead where there is no path and leave a trail"-Ralph Waldo Emerson
So many good times at chatta. chipotol just dance!: Laughing fits: I'm on a boat: sledding SP SS: thats shiny JQ: vanish in a puff of smoke OL; forks and orees: core four; trips to Boston: love you Mom, Dad, and Danny.

CADI
FLANAGAN
CFlan Field Hockey 1-2, Lacrosse 2-3, Ski Club 2-4
"Happiness is not a destination, it’s a journey” SMGTS with CT JH, NU, KW, AO, KS, MC, AR and AC fly & tyre! my best friend Courtney for getting me through everything ly

GABRIEL
FLEMING
"Only those who risk going too far, will ever know how far they can go"

MICHAEL
FOLSOM
Chael XC 4, Winter/Spring track 4, Stage Crew 4, Ghillie Suits. Every Saturday Night. "The only way out of the labyrinth of suffering is to forgive."

MATTEO
FRANCO
Tomato XC 4, Winter & Spring track 4, Pasta parties, Exchange from Italy, Traveling around the US, Shirtless team unity, Memories we’ll never forget, Wubstep, Jamokes. Drop the Hammer, Streaking & Dunes. The doohg, 90 degrees. Best times in java. Every day is the beginning of a new trip
Sarah Frye
Field Hockey 1-4, Softball 1-2, Winter Track 1-4, Spring Track 3-4, NHS 4. "Life isn't about finding yourself, life is about creating yourself." Iloveyoubestfriends, PC, focklove, girls nights, track girls, Tito&Sandy, 3rd of July, Kerry's beach house, Wizards, Paul Coffey's, Salt Lake City, Mr. Powers, study, Ty Mom Dad & Evan.

Kristina Furey
Furey, Skinny Raywater Players Stage Crew 1-4, Show Choir 3-4, Student Council 1, Winter Track 2, Drama Club 4. "Don't worry about it" GTS these past 4 years. ASUACL.TMM.LM created the best friendships with everyone in cast & crew. Best times: Friendly's with Kaitlin D and Nolan R., Boston TY Mrs. White for everything. I loved these 4 years with you.

Juan Gaitan
"Is nice to have options" Jim Haluch. Gracias a todos los que me recibieron con los brazos abiertos, siempre los recuerdo.

Christopher Gillespie
Cwess Gewesspee WHS Football 1-2, WHS 1-2, BR 3-4. "The future lies before you, like paths of pure white snow. Be careful how you tread it, for every step will show." -Unknown "A dream you dream alone is only a dream. A dream you dream together is reality." John Lennon Cape Cod summer nights

Kerrin Gillis
Cross-Country 10-12 Swim Team 12 "Live inspired. Die for Something" "I Get by with a little help from my friends"

Michael Gillis Jr
Gillis/Gill Football 1-3 Track1 Wrestling 4 "What counts is not necessarily the size of the dog in the fight - It's the size of the fight in the dog" "Git-R-Done" Getting my tooth knocked out by Chris. Having good times with my friends. Breaking my Bronco in the woods. Buying my jeep. Deciding my path to go into the military & fight for my country.

Christopher Glynn
TP Gts with Brandon C. Chris L. Ray A. Chris T. Joey D. Hunter C. Gts summer at the pond, 4th of July Newport, citation lol, tokens house, summer fires, THE SHED, gts in WP thanks mom and dad

Jennifer Goncalves
ADNELY GONZALEZ

Nelly "laugh as long as you breathe and love as long as you live" GTs with my Friends: K.E.M<3 S.H, D.H, A.J, Ike, & the rest you guys know who you are <3 - special S/O to my friends and family who's always been there for me through thick and thin<3 mostly my parents and my bestfrand Katherine MacCarthy. I love you guys <3

TATIANA GONZALEZ

Tati, Titanium, Geraldine "Life isn't about waiting for the storm to pass. It's about dancing in the rain." NHS 3-4, NYLF 2, TJ2 4, Peer Ldr 1-4 & mentor 3-4, Track 1-2, Stuco 4, TEENS for JEANS, Hayhurst's witch wig. Jessop's pink pants. What the heck Levesque? permanganate, blahblah...JEANS! The raven himself is hoarse, TAKE, Jimmy Fund w/bff KP, RIP Dad ly

NICHOLAS GOODHUE


GEOFFREY GORDON

"Life is like a game of wheel of fortune, and it's my chance to spin" - Tupac Shakur

KELLY GORMLEY

"Chase your wildest dreams" Lax Captain 2012. Lax 1-4 L.B best friend's forever ly B.P D.G R.B T.C L.B you've got a friend in me, love you always xo. "Um this is awkward"

ERIN GRABAU

1-4 Band, 1-4 TJ2, 4 Chorus, 4 Art, 4 GSA "I am nothing more than who I need to be." Diggy Diggy Hole! All night Sacred 2 marathon w/ Jonah He- until the disk melted. Riding the squirly things in space- it's a truck wheel! OH YEAH!

ALISON GORDON


RAECHEL GRADY

Yearbook 2, FLC 2, peerleaders 1-4, NHS 3-4 "I hate to spoil the ending for you, but everything is going to be okay."

LLNH: CL, KH, BM, SB, AM, BN, AL, BL, Everything w/KP, Tony Hawk: Bogo Puppies; Turkey; NHS ASB; True-Keys; Good Answer; Spa Day; NJ; Scavenger Hunt; Penguin pd: path attic; driving in the br: Ashley's MB; ty mom, dad and family ify.
LAUREN GRAY
LG
Field Hockey 1-4. Lacrosse 2-3. Softball 1
"Live for today and make it so beautiful that it's worth remembering"
GTS. trips to boston, bermuda9&11, ski lifts, "safe". painting, panera dates .roller blading, ghostie @ maine, w.o.w, pinkberry, off-reading, tswill, picnic & dl, scavenger hunts ty Mom. Dad. Alyssa and Erica

MARK GUARINO
DJ iccy FlameZz
Football 1-4. Wrestling 2&4. "AMNGMAIGAMN" pasta parties with the boys. Bonfires, wrestling meets all day long. TTG. Great times thanks everyone, TY mom and dad

VICTORIA GULUSHA
Tori
Dance Team 1-4, GSA 3-4. YESS 3-4
"It's okay pluto. I'm not a planet either"
Dance family so much love. competitions, parades, shows, so many memories. Do a forward roll! EM & KD fly for life. New Years subways. Our love of celtic thunder. Adirondacks. ET ty for getting me into college! Mama Gulusha is the best.

TAYLOR GUNVILLE
T-Gun

BRITTANY HAGMAN
Britt
Tennis 2,3
"Follow your heart. You are more likely to succeed at something you love"
LTFB Crew- a.k. e.m. e.a. c.f. w.a, Panera. Summers in Falmouth, Seacrest Hotel. English classes with Osgood. Living for the weekends, 11,29,10. BSU. Friends-thank you for everything. Mom. Dad. and Nicolette. thank you for all of your love and support.

ANNA HALUCH
"You never know what life is like, until you have lived it."
-M. Monroe GTs with all the cheerleaders, the crazy nights we had and Sonja since we’ve become friends in 5th grade. Ly Steve for not only being my boyfriend but my best friend. Thank you mom & dad for everything that you’ve done for me, also to SH, KS, SK, EP, CV, JG, and the paces. love you all)

NICOLE HAMM
Field Hockey 1-3. Lacrosse 1-2
"You don’t realize how different everyone and everything is until you get older and look back."

ADAM HARRINGTON
Thank you Mom & Dad for being there for me during my school years. Thank you Miss K, Mrs. Temme, Mr. Brogna, Ms S, Mrs Paze and Mrs. Morrison for helping me with my reading. My favorite sports are basketball & football. My favorite class is computers. Thank you Mrs. Kendall. The best play I performed was "Give Peace A Chance"
Life moves pretty fast. If you don't stop and look around once in a while, you could miss it." - Ferris Bueller #letsgetweird.

Slacking Off 1-4

Jon/ Hart Beat

"For every minute you are angry you lose sixty seconds of happiness." - Ralph Waldo Emerson

I used to be a high school student, then I took a graduation to the knee. B-R was fine but I'll never eat nuggets again. Thanks Mom, Dad, Fiona, Tommy, Benji, Dante and Vincent. RIP Charlie.

"Someday everything will all make perfect sense so for now, laugh at the confusion, smile through that tears, and keep reminding yourself that everything happens for a reason..."

9/4/11 M.L.M. forever and always! I LOVE YOU!! GJ.N/A G/S.Y... Thanks mom and dad, for everything!

"In the course of my life, I have often had to eat my words, and I must confess that I have always found it a wholesome diet." - Winston Churchill
KATELYN HEBB

Kate
Good times in Ringuette's ASB, Ferris's, Guitar, Astronomy, Mandarin, and Art Class! T.G., R.T., M.L., C.G., C.E., A.C. - Love you guys!

TOMMY HENG

Once more into the fray. Into the last good fight I'll ever know. Live and die on this day. Live and die on this day.

DEREK HENRIQUE

"Truth is you don't know what is going to happen, life is a crazy ride and nothing is guaranteed"

**J.H J.S M.B S.W A.G K.G**

BR soccer 1-4 *captain* Thank you to my brother, mom, dad and sister for being there for me when I needed them most.

STEVEN HENRIQUEZ

Soccer 1,3,4, Tj2 3-4, Winter Track 1-3, Spring Track 1-3, Mock Trail 2
"I meant what I said and I said what I meant" - Dr. Seuss

Good Times in Ringuette's Study. If I ever win that will be the day.

KATHERINE HILL

Katie
Foreign Language Club 2, Peer Leaders 2-4 "Live life for the moment because everything else is uncertain." - Louis Tomlinson Nerd herd; BM RG BN, Tony Hawk, CL AM BL AI SB. Love you girls Six Flags, good answer, psychology class, everything's fine, VBS Marina Girls & LuLu2 w/ MM, Honey Dew w/ RG to see BM, ID TY mom& dad. A, S, R, C, N love you.
KAELYN HILLIARD
Kay-Kay, KJ, Ms. Hilly, Golf 1-4, Student Council 1-4, NHS 3-4, Mock Trial 2-4 "No one can make you feel inferior without your consent." GTS Sundae School & Royals, Sunapee2012- LY, SA. GTS MOUFY, IM ON A BOAT, preppy girl swag, T2 BF's All Cookies LY Chatta Girls. LY Bridgie, LB, KG. TY CSpear & D. LY Forever Mama, Daddy, & Warren

ELIZABETH HINCKLEY
Betsy Soccer 1-4, Basketball 1-2, NHS 3-4 "Be joyful in hope, patient in affliction, faithful in prayer." Jeremiah 29:11. panera dates w/SP&RJ. chatta. chipotle, just dance w/the girls. meow. well that's awkward quigs. off study w/RR. Junes Crew always. Guatemala youth group. TY mom. dad. June, Brianna; ly Bobby, you're the best gimp<3 TY Ringuette, Norman, Ferris

SHANE HOLMES
Shane " THE TRAIN" Holmes, Shane-o, Holmesy Varsity Ball 1-4. Bhall 1 "Baseball isn't a business its more like a disease" Too many reckless memories. leavin' it at that.

ANNABELLE HOOD
Anna, Anniebee, AB Volleyball 1-4 Track&Field 1-3 NHS 3-4 "Never lose sight of who you are." Spanish haircuts: At least we look good VB girls ly; BlahBlahBlah; Cumby runs: TAG be proud; Ship Happens! TY Jerome; Early Dunks; CP stop sleeping; Hod TY Levesque: Twinstes Special TY to my bill who has always been there Em Tumntus lygirl; Thank you for everything Mom and Dad Love you

WILLIAM HOOPER
Will Football 1-3, W. Track 1-2, Lacrosse 1-2, NHS 4. "Maturity is a bitter disappointment for which no remedy exists, unless laughter can be said to remedy anything." The Iceman, Drew Pacheco, You're tearing me apart Lizard RIP Purple Prince, Tommy Wiseau. Lacrosse, Camp, Medical Center, Buffalo Chicks, Mondo Man, Walmart Bandits, JT Bap, D. Levine, Craig, B.U.M, Room On Fire.

BRANDON HOYLE
Baseball: 1-4, Basketball: 1-3, Football: 1-2. TY mom and TY dad for all that you have done for me to make me the person I am today. TTG, walmart adventures,mullet man, good times with all my friends MG KK SM SV CS DS MG AL CV

CONNOR HUGHES
"Instead of giving yourself reasons why you can't give yourself reasons why you can" The Canry, Red Nation, Barn< Getting weird, Party, Dunks, Rack, EM, BIA, Boss, That's what I'm in it for. "Ya booze ya lose". Boss, Go Hard. Throw it down. Fresh cut. Deyer with the crew. Cape. Tifictur. Benches, reckless, No Doubt, Goin In... It was the best of times it was the worst of times.

ANITA ISHMAEL
Annie Peer Leaders 1-4, Peer Mentoring 2, SADD 2, NHS 3-4 "Go confidently in the direction of your dreams. Live the life you've imagined." 4 great yrs. CL BN BL friends through thick & thin. Vacas to NYC, Montreal, Quebec, Miami. Trinidad & Tobago. Here; APUSH for a Cure, the kids. LLNH! Mall w/ Brenna; Sox fan. Ty & ly to my family. BR Red Nation 2012
Danielle Jefferson

"Live; Laugh; Love"
Good times all throughout the years with all my friends.
I love the people that I know I can always count on.
Thank you to my family for all their love and support.
JKW<3

Jillian Jewett

Jilbo Buggins

YESS 2-4, NHS 4 "School is learning things you don't want to know, surrounded by people you wish you didn't know, while working toward a future you don't know will ever come." Good times with my Red Nation Comrades, Big D concert, Park Street Elevator Project, Sting ray, Portlandia, Massasoit, Ochekka, Phish Food, Skyclad Sledding, Book Club with Hayhurst

Alfredo Jimenez Jr

A.J.

Football 1, basketball 2, 3, Positive actions 3, 4 Peer mentoring 3, 4 "I know it seems hard sometimes but remember one thing. Through ever dark night, there's a bright day after that. So no matter how hard it gets, stick your chest out, keep ya head up... and handle it" GT's w/family and friends. Thank you mom and dad for everything you have done for me.

Ryan Johnson

RJ

Varsity Tennis Team;
Panera Dates w/BH & SP;
GWB w/KH; "The Chase" w/MM & AG; love you guys;
every moment of the spare time w/SJL, thanks for everything,
you're the best; not having a Spanish teacher w/SP;
Edgewood=bestjobever; CSpear = bestclasswithbestteacher;
AG+MM J-Lo & Katy perry "everything's fine, we're all done, we survived."

Ashleigh Jones

A Jones
"life goes on"

"Memories are a way of holding on to the things you love, the things you are, and the things you never want to lose." Amazing memories: Racing lunch, the scribble game, art classes, Day of Silence, cement canoes. Great times with friends! Liz, Sam, Mick, Kerrin, Alana, and everyone else :) Cheers to the future!

Alissa Joy

Enjoy the little things in life, for one day you'll look back and realize they were big things." Thanks to the best friends I could ask for, ily always: CP, JD, KD, SF. Ladies nights. Get monked. 4th of July weekend. Game nights. Tuesdays at Matta. Thanks mom & dad, ily.

Dylan Joyce

Hockey 1-4, Disc 3-4.
"Every day is always different, But my life is permanent"
Pasta Parties With The Hockey Team, Lynch's basement Wall, Mr. Powers, Poker, Pond Hockey,
NP, JH, JR, SB, PD, SW, MM, M W, BL, ZW

Julie Kaetzer

Peer Leaders 2-4, Stuco 3-4, NHS 4, Softball 1-2
"Enjoy the little things in life, for one day you'll look back and realize they were big things." Thanks to the best friends I could ask for, ily always: CP, JD, KD, SF. Ladies nights. Get monked. 4th of July weekend. Game nights. Tuesdays at Matta. Thanks mom & dad, ily.

Good luck 2012!
Amanda Keaney

"All our dreams can come true, if we have the courage to pursue them." Let the fun begin-BH WA EM EA CE- NH 2010, math class crew-EK AJ NC DK TK, best time w/ friends-love you guys, tyfe. ASB convos, hallway adventures w/ DJ, Nip w/ SW & MM, Falmouth '11, thank you- mom, dad, Cam, Shawn, Vin, Hugman family, Rucker & Turcotte- I love you.

Kevin Kelly

KChamp
Golf 1, Baseball 1, Football 2-3, Wrestling 2-4
"You only live once."
Senior year wrestling, TTG, midnight rides, all GTS with friends and family. Walmart adventures, mullet man, downtown rides, DBI’s, boxing matches. TY to my family.

Morgan Kelly

Morgs
Track 1 "Dream as if you'll live forever, live as if you'll die today."-James Dean
Horseneck, fireworks on the 4th, Florida, Disney, Cape Cod, fridays at Greg's, PJ's burgers with Nate Dawgg, skating at Jimmy's off-roadin, Bruins vs. Canadians game, thanks mom, dad, & Sam, Tom thank you for everything illy.

Johnny Kemmilt

Johnny Good times with all my friends throughout all four years both inside and outside of school. Thank you to my friends, Dani-3, and my family.

Derek Kenney

DK, Deek
Problem?, Very COOL, Classic Sessions, shredding, Brianna's Breakfast, Recklessness, Getting Fresh, Penn State, Kombat, Rico, Errol, Prov, Fortress, Syd, Shed, Fields, Wilderness Yukon, Bumping Hard, Wiz, Da Matrix, RAW, Workaholics, Being on my Grind Snapbacks, Stock, Tony's, Getting Torqued, Harder that a Siv, No Doubt, 1 Punch KO, Let's Get Weird.

Sonja Knowles

NHS 4, Cheerleading 2
I'll never forget eating all AP's food in study, spending the majority of my life since 5th with Anna, and eating all Chiara's blue food.

Lauren Koczela

L.K
"Wherever you go, no matter what the weather, always bring your own sunshine." Field Hockey 1-4 Track 1-3 NHS-4 Friends a&f, SYG, RH, AO tyfe. Pahts for life. Gts all around, fock love, girls night, study crew, Ireland, wancing. "100"degree day, walks into school. Mom, Dad, Pat, Ryan ty&ly. Best of luck to class of 2012!
"Do not go where the path my lead; instead, go where there is no path and leave footprints."

Good times all around. All girls writing workshop crying at sappy movies. Laughing at extremely inappropriate times with MS. Fun lunch with DJ JK and KC! Ruck's ASB!

"I'll never forget stuffing my whole world blind."

"An eye for an eye makes the whole world blind."

"The future belongs to those who believe in the beauty of their dreams."
KELSEY LARKIN
Kels
Cheerleading 1-2, Track 1-2
"I know it wasn't perfect but I hope we can laugh and say it was worth it."
Cape Cod, Fourth of July, Point Sebago, JS:) thanks mom, dad, Linds & Kenny.
Bella tyfe ily! Goodluck Class of 2012!

BRENNA LARSEN
NHS 3-4, PL 2-4, Foreign Language 1-3, Art 1
"Listen with your heart and you will understand." Walt Disney World 2nd H, BOGO puppy sale. Just keep swimmin', la salette. Um...where's the target entrance? Path-atic! GBB, right is left, Shirley temples! Monster G. Drive-in. <3 my friends. C.A.B 4eva. TY & ly dad, mom, meg & Tuck-T. G all my heart forever & always.

MELISSA LAUBI
Mel
Soccer 1-4, Track & Field 1-4, Student Council 1-3, NHS 3-4
"When you realize how perfect everything is you will tilt your head back and laugh at the sky" Virginia Beach 08, plymouth, titicut, fanbus, baseball fields, London, yapp, "Chelsey's". KCJS.CC. & JB lym. CW&W. bhawkslove. mom.

CHRISTOPHER LEAZOTT
Leaz
Basketball 1-4
"A life without dreaming is a life without meaning" -Wale, the fortress, shedheads, baseball fields, no D's, camping, kay, Deek, Walsh, Dill, Seam, Brad, Creamo, Steven, Gordon, Daws, Daddy, Sam. big 3, chip, slight work. monday morning bfast. Coletts, third floor, TY, Mom, dad, and Mike ILY

ZACHARY LECESSE
ZLec
Whatsup
Whatsup Friends 4 life you know who you are. Seshing in the BR is fun, Glad im out of this place. Thxs to my fam for supporting me. PEACE IM OUTA HERE!

NICOLE LEDOUX
Lady M
TJ2 Robotics 1-4, Library Docent 1-4, NHS 3-4, APUSH for a Cure 3, Field Hockey 1
Love the fam. OH YEAH!

FRANCOIS LEGRAND
VICTOR LEVAGGI II
Vic
Good times with all my friends, it's been fun, mom, dad, family, thanks for everything I love you all, cruising, shredding anything possible, straping into the bh2o wave, drags, exclusive places, sketchy events, fast times, dirms, rip s10. Al and Freddy, the garage, fire music. "hammer down"
CAYLA-ANNE
LEVESQUE
PL 1-4, NHS 3-4, Foreign Lang 1-4
"Dark and difficult times lie ahead. Soon we must all face the choice between what is right and what is easy..."

MATTHEW
LIVINGSTON
"A person is a success if they get up in the morning and gets to bed at night and in between does what he wants to do." - Bob Dylan, Football 1-4, Charlie Horse, Biddy Lakers, 012 Smell It, Port Mantu. Eric&Nicks basement, Back Drip.Schlitzs Xmas, House of Blues, Scotland. Dog Fest 09, Slaps, Tuccis.
"Like branches on a tree we may grow in different directions yet our roots remain as one" Ski Club 2,3 DUNKS! C.F. E.D. C.O. J.P. E.A. K.C. A.R Love you guys!

SAMANTHA
LOONIE
Sam Winter Track 2-3 Spring Track 2-4

MARISSA
LOPEZ
Riss-Riss. MLope TY Mom & Dad LY
"Like branches on a tree we may grow in different directions yet our roots remain as one"
Ski Club 2,3 DUNKS! C.F. E.D. C.O. J.P. E.A. K.C. A.R Love you guys!

KRISTEN
LUNDSTEDT
"Not life, but good life, is to be chiefly valued."
Baseball 1-4 Hockey 1-4 XC 1-4, fishing at the brickyard. 2k5, 012 smell it, TY mm. amirault arena basketball. Da Boice, L.A. Challenges, Pasta Parties, Jesus on the moon. R. Jenkins, pizzings, sled nation, Bejarano's class, silver cokes, TY family, LY mom, dad. Erin, Shannon, Jackie

MARISSA
LOPEZ
Riss-Riss. MLope TY Mom & Dad LY

"A person is a success if they get up in the morning and gets to bed at night and in between does what he wants to do." - Bob Dylan, Football 1-4, Charlie Horse, Biddy Lakers, 012 Smell It, Port Mantu. Eric&Nicks basement, Back Drip.Schlitzs Xmas, House of Blues, Scotland. Dog Fest 09, Slaps, Tuccis.

MARISSA
LOPEZ
Riss-Riss. MLope TY Mom & Dad LY

"A person is a success if they get up in the morning and gets to bed at night and in between does what he wants to do." - Bob Dylan, Football 1-4, Charlie Horse, Biddy Lakers, 012 Smell It, Port Mantu. Eric&Nicks basement, Back Drip.Schlitzs Xmas, House of Blues, Scotland. Dog Fest 09, Slaps, Tuccis.
Don't be easy, never HATE slaps.

ZAC

"I don't gotta do it big. I just gotta do it different." Basketball 1-4, XC 2-3-5 Track 2-4 Da Boice, Silver Cokes, No Days Off, L.A. Challenges, 3balls.com, Road trips, Sled Nation. Good times bros BP, BL, PM, MT, ST, TO, MH, NB, BSDL... LY Mom, Dad, & Sums

KRISTIN

Kmac

Fockey 1-4, Softball 1-4, Winter Track 2-3, Bball 1, NHS 4, Stuco 3-4.

"Wherever you go, no matter what the weather, always bring your own sunshine!" OCL champs beat Tauton. syg. SQUARE. Josh & Gustav, easy. prom, belf lymn. pl, pahis for life! - "beach days", summers. Fires, awk question game, so, chillzones. ty mom dad sarah molly ly. gl joey! & gl 2012!

RUSSELL


"Get busy living or get busy dying." Oreos! Washing my car off in the middle of a cold winter's night, Pandas in Boston, Morph suit. Habeneros. I HATE RABBITS, PCAT., Pretty much sums it up.

MATTHEW

Matt

Track 1-4, Stuco 1-4 NHS 3-4.


Tiffany

Brendan Mahoney

Shredding the slopes, HAMware, getting on my level. pong, benches, chilling mostly, luckies, thanks mom and dad.

Sean Maloney

“A sense of humor...is needed armor. Joy in one's heart and some laughter on one's lips is a sign that the person down deep has a pretty good grasp of life.”

Kristina Manter

Kmants

"In order to be irreplaceable, one must always be different." - Coco Chanel.

Nicholas Markham

“A sense of humor is needed armor. Joy in one's heart and some laughter on one's lips is a sign that the person down deep has a pretty good grasp of life.”

Mario Mastro III

“Help me focus on the future and not the previous, double R. I'm a rebel with a reason.” 742, ROLLING HILLS, F.L.Y., my crew, 3rd Floor. 136 temi rd RIP, ebis. Everyone here has the sense that right now is one of those moments when we are influencing the future.”

Kara Mazzeni

Civics in action 2

“If you don’t know where you’re going, any road will take you there.” Ms. Paterna’s class with M.E. McDonald’s dinner dates, my Laz girls, summers at WMR, Aruba, Newport, Plymouth, CBFL, Rides to Onset, Nights with Ash, Fasion show. "Shaws girls", Mirandapiff best friends always.

Emily McCabe

Em

NHS 3-4

“The ending to one day is just the beginning to another.” TY M&D

Love you both, lthing2do3words4you, NY subways beauty pageant, Kyle Rock, Ship Happens, Cookies&Milk, TY to all my friends who made a difference in my life, Love you all.

Rachel McCall

Katherine McCarthy

You only live once, but if you work it right, once is enough. I love activities!:) & Thanks, Mrs. A, GB, AG, CW, JC, BM, JM, TC, BP, DM, Mr. C.

MEGAN MCDONALD

Megmac Fockey 1, Bball 1, Track 1-3, XC 2-4, NHS vp-4, Stuco 3-4. "It was end of a decade, but the start of an age." BCFG ly always. RM. JS. LM. SM ty4e. SL. ty never forget. XC7, OCL CHAMPS, pasta parties. KF&EB goodluck. SYG ly, Moosed. Study. Girls night. SO. P2P China, Crazy M, summer softball love, family: love you and ty for everything.

ASHLEY MCGILL

NHS 3-4 "Live the life you love, love the life you live." Scavenger hunt, Moolattes, turkey, forgetting how to spell my name, it's dark in here, kiss concerts with Shae, Penguin pd; LY girls SB, BM, RG, CL, BL, KH, BN, Al. "We're never gonna be as young as we are tonight." LLNHIRGKH Tony Hawk BN AM SB BL CL Al. Crazy Australian. Tony+Becky w/ EW. Water bottles w/ CBR. Tie dye chalk. Six Flags. Concerts. Boston. Nerf Wars w/ KS+CF. ID. BYE.

BRITTANIE MCGOVERN

McG, Dawg NHS 3-4. "We're never gonna be as young as we are tonight." LLNHIRGKH Tony Hawk BN AM SB BL CL Al. Crazy Australian. Tony+Becky w/ EW. Water bottles w/ CBR. Tie dye chalk. Six Flags. Concerts. Boston. Nerf Wars w/ KS+CF. ID. BYE.

Alyssa McKinnon

Lyss, Lou Softball 1-4, Track 1-3. "All our dreams can come true— if we have the courage to pursue them..." AR, LR, KC, KN, EA. wo ai ni. OCL champs beat Taunton. Panera dates, driving to nowhere, black Friday, P2P China, Crazy M, summer softball love, family: love you and ty for everything.

Bradford McKinnon

B rad is rad Daddy Buy the ticket, take the ride, Fort Rickford NH and Maine trips with the crew, all my friends are amazing. The pub! Greg's basement in the early days, Titicut, BPD always good times. I will always be a kid. Brandon Hull, Ryan Burk, Pat Mack, lets get it boys! oorah through thick and thin. I love you so much Brianna DeMoura.

Peter McManus Jr


Kenneth McNeil

Lenny, Kenny, Ken Cross Country 2-4, Winter Track 2-4, Wrestling 4. "Now just think... if you had any class or style like me, somebody might have mistaken you for somebody." Bird is the Word, Cumbies, Butter Cup Baby, Hoorah
MICHAEL MEAGHER
Maha
Tennis 3-4.
"He who is not courageous enough to take risks will accomplish nothing in life."
-Muhammad Ali
Richmond
Rhode Island

DYLAN MEDAIROS
D. Murda
To the squad, high school wouldn't have been the same without you, fortress, campsite, shed, the amigas one love thank you mom for always being there to support me no matter what...WE DID IT!
"Don't worry about a thing because every little thing's gonna be alright."
-Bob Marley

JOSEPH MELE
Raynwater players 1-4.
"The greatest thing you'll ever learn is just to love, and be loved in return."

KELLY MILLER
knil
Raynwater players 1-4. "The greatest thing you'll ever learn is just to love, and be loved in return." RH, JS, SD, SA, <3 Nantucket, dew dates with my twin, Panera dates, one twan, two twan, honey dew girls problems, MB days, Raynwater plays ACL, ASU, TMM, LI. I love all of you! Capachiones since the beginning, Apfam! hey telling, Dawsons Creek <3 the nip, being grounded, studies

JUSTIN MONTANI
"Dream as if you'll live forever, live as if you'll die today."
Biddy 1-life, 3Balls, The Fort, 130-RIP Betty, Movie Nights, Merrill School Roof...smh, Greatest times in SC with the boys-Thanks TS, Pleasantfield-7th+8th grade days w/ SW, DC, JB, CC, CL, I36(I still miss it), Colerti's. Much love to SW, DC, TS, JS, BP, KL, TY to Ms. Jerome, Sylv, Kelliher and Mom and Dad.

AARON MONTEFUSCO
A-Mon, John Lennon Anime Club 1 Chorus/Concert Band 1 Jazz Band 1-2 4 "Never negotiate out of fear, but never fear to negotiate". President Kennedy Hanging with Marty! Jammin with Svag! Dodging Griff with Heather Thank you Mrs. Tyson

MEGAN MORIARTY
Meg
Winter Track 2-3 Spring Track 2-4 XC 4 NHS 3-4 "When you reach the top, keep climbing" VLBD5: Vicky, you (RS) are the very best, love you! JLO & The Chase, Al & Ry love you both! KF EM KH MC AM CM OL and Katinka, ly all. HEY FRIEND, Hurdle Crew, Sc XC, APUSH, VBS, HayHay, "Lets Hope So" TY Mom Dad & Jim, Saggio & Spear "Everythings fine, we're all done??

BRANDEN MORIN
Bmor, B, Hardmor Football 1-4 Lacrosse 1-4 Track 1-3
"You miss 100 percent of the shots you don't take."
Guys and Girls we kept it real, BR Football, GilletteX2, Occupy Bradford, Baseball field, July 3rd, Biddy Bulls, Boston, 1-2 Punch, Myrtle Beach, Cali, Cape Nights, New Years Eve. Thank you Mom and Dad, Good Luck James & Jake.
SHANE MOROGE
Studmuffin
good times with the bros
MG, CS, BH, DS, SV, MA,
KK, and MG.
Biddy Basketball 1-4

ALYSHA MORONI
NHS 3-4, GiGi's Closet 3-4,
Docent 1-3
"Hakuna Matata"
PCDC 15 years strong, LIFE
2010, Chicago 2011, Senegal
2012, CIA + FBI 4ever,
Tuesdays, "Game time",
APUSH, fires, our songs, the
Bean, Elmer's glue, my girls

KIMBERLY MORRISSETTE
"You can't change the past, you
can only change the future"
JR, JB, SC, study buddies, eape
house, lucky's, profile rock, the
benches, tittiecut, the
fam, summer '11

ERIKA MORTIMER
Moretimes
Activities: Mentoring 3-4,
Equestrian team 1-4
"All things come to an end, but
I wouldn't have it any other
way with any other people."
A.R., A.J., A.O., K.S., N.U.,
K.W., L.G., M.B., B.C., Cape
house, dp, Salem, SLBP,
BananaB's, camper sleepovers,
Grace Girls, OldCenterSt.,

KENDELL MULREY
"celebrate we will because life
is short but sweet for certain."
Friends, thanks for being
friendly.
Family thank you I love ya.

MIKALA MURAD
Mik, Womp
Cross Country 1-4, Softball 1-
2, NHS 4, "Happiness is
wanting what you have, not
having what you want" the
pond, summers in the cape, ski
trips, SYG, asb, car chats, body
language, prom, girls nights,
sleepovers with Emma, Lexi,
and Becca, xc much love,
freshman year nicknames,
thank you Mom, Mimi, and
Papa ly good luck Lexi Brian
and Becca!

TAYLOR MURPHY
varsity cheerleading 1-4
spring track 1 ski club 1
"Everything happens for a
reason. Just believe."
BRVC national champs love
you girls.
Friends, thank you for
everything we've had so many
good times love you all.
Mom and dad thank you so
much for everything love you
both

MARTIN MURRAY
Spring Track 1-4,
Winter Track 1-4
"Only a life lived for others is
worth while."
Sam Brennan<3
"We judge ourselves by what we feel capable of doing, while others judge us by what we have already done."

Benjamin Nelson
Ben. Benjammin, B-Jamz, Ski and Ride 2, that's it.
"Not a shred of evidence exists in favor of the idea that life is serious."
Wendy's trips, New Year's in Boston. Ballin' up. Wally World. Core Four. Saturday football. Sam Brennan3

Jasmyn Nee
Jazz, Jazzy J, Jazzy Fresh, JayShay
"I'm not a perfect girl. My hair doesn't always stay in place & I spill things a lot. I'm pretty clumsy & sometimes I have a broken heart. My friends & I sometimes fight & maybe some days, nothing goes right. But when I think about it & take a step back I remember how amazing life truly is & that maybe, just maybe, I like being imperfect." S.H / J.G / B.H / L.K

Robert Nee
Bobby, Robby, Shirtless Bobby, Topless Rob, Captain America, Leisu Football 1, Winter Track 2-4, Spring Track 1-4, Biddy Thunder, Rayham Fun Runs, Wendy's, Cumby's, Saturday Football, SuperBowls, Wally World. Ballin at Legion/Amirault Arena, Stage Crew 3, NYC, New Jersey, Virginia Beach. Six Flags, Zombies, woods run.

Nicole Nelson
Nikki, Nikkolas, Little One, Peanut, XC 3-4, Track 3, Forever and a Day F.A. Best Friend days, Jajeink, Movie night, Coffee Dates, Wendy's Trips, Summer Runs E.B. Benjammin, Man, Lazasaurus, Peanutbutter, Ly I.B. Not ok Pants, Mego and Chendell, Panda Bear, TY Mom and Dad. "You have brains in your head. You can steer yourself any direction you choose."
CAISSIE

NILES

times

Thank you, Mom, Dad, family, friends, and teachers. Good Luck 2012.

KEVIN

NGUYEN

Math Team 1-4, Science Olympiad 1-4, NHS 4, "Either give it your all or give it nothing."

Great times all four years. Thank you Mom, Dad, family, friends, and teachers. Good Luck 2012.

KAY

NICKERSON

Snickerson Soccer 1, 2, 4

"Life isn’t about waiting for the storm to pass. It’s about learning to dance in the rain."

Walmart adventures, Volleyball, Swimming, Camping out, Hiding Osgood’s banana, Mischief nights & so many more. GTS all around. E.K. A.P. S.G. J.H. S.K. T.G. C.L. S.M. K.D. A.M. Mom, Dad and the rest of the fans, all guys thank you for everything.

MATTHEW

NICKERSON

Cais, Tigger, Cassieknitz Swimming and Diving 1-4, Lacrosse 2, NHS 3-4, "You can’t put a limit on anything, the more you dream the farther you get." Swim Team ly, Tiger Sharks, Falmouth beach trips & Cape house & Horse neck, Boston Gala. Edgewood crew, Nickleback and Brad Paisley concerts. Ly C.T, K.T, N.H. J.K, C.S. L.K froyo, sleepovers&heart2hearts thx for everything, ly Mum & Dad

BRIANNA

NUNES

Bununes


ANNE

O’BRIEN

Tennis 1,2. Track 1,2, "Do not look back and grieve over the past, for it is gone; and do not be trouble about the future, for it has not come yet. Live in the present and make it so beautiful that it will be worth remembering." Equestrian Team 1-4, NU, EM, AR, KW, KS, CF, CT, SD, LG "Da Crew" KL-TYFELEY.

GTS@Boston, TSswift, Sunrises, Makeovers, SPizza, Gracegirl, Juniper, Grannypanteries

COURTNEY

O’BRIEN

Court. Clob, Slugg. & CorCor

"For beautiful eyes, look for the good in others; for beautiful lips, speak only words of kindness; and for poise, walk with the knowledge that you are never alone." Ty Mom & Dad for everything. Lly guys. Joshua Anack! you are my everything Lly. GTS w all my friends TYFE. Pacheco&Turcotte you are much appreciated! R.I.P Jordan I love you with all my heart.

LINDSEY

O’BRIEN

Lindsey Library Docent 4, Yes Club 3-4, Foreign Language Club 2-4.

Never forget: Frosty the Snowman, Mac N Cheese, John and Alice, Canada, Halloween Happening, Baaa, Poop’s first sledding adventure. Lindsey’s logic day. Doctor Who. and the Library
Shibby
Tennis 1-4, Golf 1-4, Ski Club
1-3, Multi Team 3-4, Class
Officer 2-4, "Don't let
schooling interfere with your
education." GTs fishin with Val
Daddy, Cumbie Runs, Golf and
Tennis practices, chlorine
bombs Savoy's Boys, Biddy
Lakers Represent, CYO, Love
the Class officers NC, MT,
MM, GTS with BP, VC, MB,
TS, JS, SL, CP, RP, JR, NB.

Tom
Ski Club 1-3, Hockey 3
"Dream as if you'll live forever.
Live as if you'll die today" -
James Dean
Da Boice BP, CP, MT, SL, LA,
ZL, BL, DL, ND, JR, JH,
Savoy's boys, Rap Battles, MK
Thanks for Everything LY,
SYG. Pizzings, Ultimate
Frisbee fluganoff, Potato gun
JS TS gis

Scoot
N,H,S 3-4, Science Olympiad
3-4, Raynwater players Set
Crew 3-4, Biddy BBall 1-4,
BTV Volunteer 3-4, "A man
who has never gone to school
may steal from a freight car;
but if he has a university
education, he may steal the
whole railroad." GT at Relay
for Life w/ APUSH Class and
at Millie w/ cast and crew TY
Mom & Dad for everything;
could not be here w/o you.

Ozzie
Cross Country 1-4, Winter
Track 1-4, Disc 3-4, "In matters
of style, swim with the current;
in matters of principle, stand
like a rock." Mom, Dad, and
Lea: Thank you for everything
I love you. I love all my
friends. SYG XC Brotherhood,
Boys nights. Million dollar
baby, Baldies and Subway,
Osgood is a boss. Beatboxing.
The Originals. Body Langauge;
Salisbury.

Christina
"You can never cross the ocean
unless you have the courage to
lose sight of the shore." BRVC
quad pod 4th of July
weekend 2011 monked Cape
2012 twiny triple entente ty: jd
jk kd sf cd matta dance crew
game nights Savoy's study
cafe 129, girls nights
thanks mom&dad

Brianna
"B" Yearbook 2, YESS Club 3-
4,F.L.C. 3-4, Positive Actions
4, NHS 4
"Love is louder than the
pressure to be perfect."
-Demi Lovato
GTS all around. Concerts,
prom, & so many other crazy
memories. CP, MS, JB, KP
best bunch of ppl;
gonna miss u guys.

Connor
"Life's a Wheel of Fortune
here's my chance to spin it."
Tapac Shakur
Baseball 1-4, Basketball 1-2,
Biddy Bulls, XC 4, NHS, Da
Boice, SYG. Jesus on the
Moon. Ting Family, Savoy's
Boys, Pizzings, T.G.I. Fridays.
Thanks for the gum Megmac.
Thanks for everything KL.
Just Keep Swimming.
Kels. Gertrude, Kelsey NHS Club 3-4, Peer Leaders 4, Science Olympiad 1, Library Docent 4, Book Club 2,3 "It does not do to dwell on dreams and forget to live." Midnight Harry Potter premieres, SPACE Tour w/ BN, Dexter, Concerts, Leppy, & Cape Cod w/RG, boating all summer long, Jimmy Fund, & just chilling around at the zoo w/TG

Tyler

Melodin Track
"I dream of a better tomorrow, where chickens can cross the road and not be questioned about their motives." Out of all of my memories I had in high school my favorite was hanging out with my friends.

Sam

Student Council 3-4, NHS 3-4 "Enjoy the little things in life for one day you'll look back and realize they were the big things." Panera with RJ & BH, Oreos RM PC KS, Pandas and Giraffes CF SS, APUSH CS, Chipotle, Chatta, Coldstone, & Just Dance, Campfires, Hi! Friend! The 7 Dwarfs, That's awkward NO, Tie-dye, Youth group, Sledding, Boston, TY family & friends

Chiara

Ski club 1-4 foreign language 1-2 peer leaders 3 "Never give up on the things that make you laugh." Sweet home AL Alabama and kiwi pie SK :)

Alexis

Culinary Club Freshman year "It's in the arch of my back, the sun of my smile, the ride of my breasts, the grace of my style, I'm a woman Phenomenally, Phenomenal woman That's me." "Bad things happen to good people" Thanks: Checo, Tureotte, Hoy, Kendall, Watson, & Peebz LY: Tiff aka Lezlee, Julianne C. aka Ju, Nely G, DJ, Melanie S. aka Mel Mel

Christina

Little legs Student Council 1-2 Band 1-2, Chorus 4 Cashier 4 "You were given this life because you are strong enough to live it" cfe runs w/MS, wlks w/ BTY Mrs. Hallgren, Consuelo, Megan, B, Amy

Miranda

Soccer 1 Winter track 1 Civics in Action 2 "What makes you different makes you beautiful" C block study w Danielle, WMR 09 & 10, Savoy's study, cape BSP 09 dh ec jh jd sb jh my lazy girls, "swaps girls" bestfriends always KM, TY, ily, ME, AW, GTS, ty mom & dad

Brian

Football 1-4, Wrestling 1, 3, 4, Lacrosse 1, 2, 4 "Life isn't about surviving a storm, but how to dance in the rain" Family time with KG, LB, RB, TC, DG, therapy sessions with friends in Mr. Ringuette's room, had tons of fun going night riding and having man talks with dirty mike and the boys and the holy alliance.

Kelsey

Chorus 4, Book Club 2,3 "It does not do to dwell on dreams and forget to live." Midnight Harry Potter premieres, SPACE Tour w/ BN, Dexter, Concerts, Leppy, & Cape Cod w/RG, boating all summer long, Jimmy Fund, & just chilling around at the zoo w/TG
Imperfection is beauty. Madness is genius and it is better to be absolutely ridiculous than absolutely boring.

GTS with friends TYFE. TY Ferris, Checo & Turcotte. Mom, dad & sisters LY.

"Beginnings are usually scary, and endings are usually sad but its everything in-between that makes it all worth living" I've been spending way too long checking my tongue in the mirror And Bending over backwards just to try and see it clearer but my breath fogged up the glass So I drew a new face and I laughed. Never give up on the things that make you smile.

"Be who you are and say what you feel, because those who mind don't matter, and those who matter don't mind." -John Belushi, Animal House

"I live my life one mile at a time" GTs Occupying Bridgewater with RC, ZD, JM, MB, JH.

"If it is to be, its up to me" that's awkward, woof, you know what's worse, yunz the word, chipotle and chatta box dates, flamingo-ing, oreo wars, forks and sticky notes, it girl, es o si que es (s.o.c.k.s) love you all good luck.

"Endings are usually scary, and beginnings are usually sad but its everything in-between that makes it all worth living" I've been spending way too long checking my tongue in the mirror And Bending over backwards just to try and see it clearer but my breath fogged up the glass So I drew a new face and I laughed. Never give up on the things that make you smile.

"Beginnings are usually scary, and endings are usually sad but its everything in-between that makes it all worth living" I've been spending way too long checking my tongue in the mirror And Bending over backwards just to try and see it clearer but my breath fogged up the glass So I drew a new face and I laughed. Never give up on the things that make you smile.

"Beginnings are usually scary, and endings are usually sad but its everything in-between that makes it all worth living" I've been spending way too long checking my tongue in the mirror And Bending over backwards just to try and see it clearer but my breath fogged up the glass So I drew a new face and I laughed. Never give up on the things that make you smile.

"Beginnings are usually scary, and endings are usually sad but its everything in-between that makes it all worth living" I've been spending way too long checking my tongue in the mirror And Bending over backwards just to try and see it clearer but my breath fogged up the glass So I drew a new face and I laughed. Never give up on the things that make you smile.

"Beginnings are usually scary, and endings are usually sad but its everything in-between that makes it all worth living" I've been spending way too long checking my tongue in the mirror And Bending over backwards just to try and see it clearer but my breath fogged up the glass So I drew a new face and I laughed. Never give up on the things that make you smile.

"Beginnings are usually scary, and endings are usually sad but its everything in-between that makes it all worth living" I've been spending way too long checking my tongue in the mirror And Bending over backwards just to try and see it clearer but my breath fogged up the glass So I drew a new face and I laughed. Never give up on the things that make you smile.

"Beginnings are usually scary, and endings are usually sad but its everything in-between that makes it all worth living" I've been spending way too long checking my tongue in the mirror And Bending over backwards just to try and see it clearer but my breath fogged up the glass So I drew a new face and I laughed. Never give up on the things that make you smile.
JAMIE RICHARD

"Imperfection is beauty. Madness is genius and it's better to be absolutely ridiculous than absolutely boring."
K.M., C.S., J.S., C.B., V.L., C.H., B.M., J.B., A.W. M.D Cape house, The Fam, summer 11', taking trips, sunny, profile rock, the beaches, titicet, lucky's, no ceilings, track meet kim & Jackie, Mrs. Davis class freshman year

JOHN RIZZO

Riz:
Golf 1-4, Hockey 2-4 "A word to the wise ain't necessary-it's the stupid ones that need the advice"
HC.RA.CHJHJD.SB.DJLJ.VS MT TO. Father son Camping, Russell Pond. Wolfpack. GTS ultimate Frisbee. TY to Mom, Dad, Sis, Bros

KYLE ROBINSON

Raywater Players 2-4, NHS 3-4 "I may not have gone where I intended to go, but I ended up where I intended to be."
Raywater adventures, disappearing to culmby's breaking exit signs, fun times with mirrors. Risk in study. Bad Spanish videos, Earthtour '11

ALEXANDRA ROSHER

Alex, AROSH
Field Hockey 1-2, Winter Track 2. Lacrosse 2. NHS 3-4 "One day your life will flash before your eyes, make sure its worth watching." JB, AM, EA, KC, LR some of the best. P&Q. DUNKS CREW, panera dates. bfriday shopping, apples, bowling dates, crazy car rides, chocolate covered oranges, walmart adventures, &many more. big thanks to my family. iloveyou.

LAUREN RUSSELL

"I will never be the woman with the perfect hair, that will be able to wear white and not spill on it" Here's to a new beginning with old friends: Christo's Clan, White's Cupcake Crew, My Lewis boys, and M EW Mom, Dad, Sissy, KMC, and Run DMC. You never let me down and always willing to inspire. I love you! Stay beautiful class of 2012, wish you all the best!

RYAN SABA

Saba.Sabahagen.SabaDrags Soccer 1-2 JSICVSCBBMVLJDDSC "Reality is wrong. Dreams are for real." bevos, benches, the quarries.profile rock. maine. Middleboro cruise. sylvia's room. Mr. POWERS. shredding the snowmobile. 31- concert.Hagen. STEAMY RAY. Maddy. and to all my friends. I wouldn't be who I am if it weren't for you guys

VICTOR SANTIAGO

Taco

Anna Sargent

Track 1. Civics 4. "When you come to the edge of all that you know you must believe one of two things: either there will be ground to stand on or you will be given wings to fly." I miss you U. Chic 12-28-11. 2-6-12. good luck. I'll miss you. 8-27-10x3 Thank you for everything. I love you. Thank you mom and dad, for always believing in me and loving me. I love you.
Laurel Scannell

"Dream as if you'll live forever, live as if you'll die today" ALR&KMF:

Seas Scaramozzino

Lacrosse 1-3 Track 1-2 XC 1-2 KL, KTSJM, DC, ZL, BP, BL, N B, TOJD, JC. "Everything negative - pressure, challenges - is all an opportunity for me to rise." Kobe Bryant. 3 Balls crew, Brian's Sunday breakfast, biddy hornets, LA challenges, Movie Nights, 5 mil easy. Sylvs homeroom Thanks Dad, Cindy, Sylvia, Ferris, Powers, Jerome, and Turcotte, WWRD.

Meghan Schavrien

Mego, Schav, Meg, M-Diddy Bagging Food 3-4 "Everybody is a genius. But if you judge a fish by its ability to climb a tree, it will live its whole life thinking it is stupid." SMGTS with the Core Four. E-Diddy forever and always. Long live Clarise! Couldn't have done it w/o you CP, AM, ET, NL, JB, BP and the fam. Oh & the lid... JK

Nicholas Schlatz

Nick, Schlatzzy, Starchild Football 1-4 Captain. Track 1-3. Biddy Hornets 1-4, 28-8, Gillette x2. 1-2 punch, "I love all y'all baby, I love all y'all", hurdle crew, done staff, PortMantu, BackDrip's CrayTape, quad. xmas 10. "Accept who your are; and revel in it." 012 smell it. Thank you Mom&Dad.

James Seddon

"I'm a 2 at 10, but a 10 at 2" Myrtlebeach with the boys, RIPP hlt, hornets, schlazbert, therac, lan dry, dd, lazergate, sirisaac, goldfever, movienights, the girls, JD I'll be back sooner than you know it. 3goodluck to KL, shoutout to JM, JS, DC, KL, KD, CP, SF, TY mom and dad, CambFIL, really gonna miss everyone.

Karyssa Shaw

Cheerleading 1-4, Softball 1-4, Gymnastics 1-2 "Make Good Decisions" Gs in Myrtle Beach, SC for cheerleading nationals; Relay For Life; RedNation; Gs with good friends- DJ, AK, AH, BH, & JK; Good People- Ferris, Rucker, Powers. RIM; When life gives you lemons, make lemonade!; No moms weekend- MS & SB.; TY Mom&Dad ilysm

Victoria Shoemaker

Vicky Winter Track 2-3 Spring Track 2-3 NHS 3-4"Everybody has a story, you just gotta open the book" 7210, Harriet, "nonono", loveyou, thankyou. VLBD5: thank you so much Megan, loveyou<3 Ag; "do you have filet mignon?" SS; Saint Croix<3 and everything else: Rach and Olivia; love you both. Kelkel and Dave; thank you<3 no blankies or rugs, friends and family<3

Trey Sibert

Treybert Golf 1-4, Biddy 2-to-death "I'm a 2 at 10, but a 10 at 2" Myrtlebeach with the boys, RIPP hlt, hornets, schlazbert, therac, lan dry, dd, lazergate, sirisaac, goldfever, movienights, the girls, JD I'll be back sooner than you know it. 3goodluck to KL, shoutout to JM, JS, DC, KL, KD, CP, SF, TY mom and dad, CambFIL, really gonna miss everyone.
Jonathan Silva
Silva, Silvasnacks Soccer 1-3
"Live for today not tomorrow" Strapping in on that BH20 wave. Mrs. Davis Freshman year class, Main St., Kingswood, Grave yard. Barn, Prov., Freetown quarries. Profile, Lucky's, Benches. No ceilings, Powers, Turcotte. Sylvs, Ferris
Ty Mom Dad & Family

Kayla Silva
Silva Library Docent 1-4. Photography 3. NHS 4
"All we are in photographs will never be taken." Couldn't have made it w/o AT, LO, PN, JH, JB, KP. "My 'people skills' are 'rusty.'" Lindsey's logic day. Mr. Jessop's book club. Good luck '13: EC & AF. Ginny - it wasn't the drapes. PCC '09 LO. RW. MN: TK. EW. NW. TY. Mrs. Webber, my parents, & grandparents. Best wishes!

Clara Small
Small Listen to your heart not your head. Do what your heart tells you. GTS at 6x flags with chorus, and hanging with friends. TY. mom. dad. nana. old teachers my good friends MS. KD. KG. MH. and my boyfriend Korey for inspiring me to do well in school. I love all of you.

Christopher Smith
Smith 6. Trojans baseball "Don't let the fear of striking out keep you from playing the game."

Elizabeth Smith
Smith Lizzy, Wiz, Quincy Winter & Spring Track 2-4 Life is not about waiting for the storms to pass. It's about learning how to dance in the rain. So many memories! HJ crew J. P., J. C., S. D., Dunks Crew TY girls, Expression Game, lucky to have met so many great friends SYG, Beacon Park Crew, TY MJT, Jessie, X and Fran thank you so much. You've helped make me who I am today. I love you guys!

Kendall Smith
Jocelyn "today is a gift thats why we call it the present so live in the now and not in the past because these are the days we'll never get back" Cheerleading 1-2, lacrosse 1-4, peer mentoring 1-4 SLBP, stripes. DP. florida '09. Osgood.4ien buss driver.redsox, celtics.our night.poopyman ice cream BC.KW.LG.NU.EM.AB.AQ.C F.CT.mom.dad.kyle ly&ty

Tyler Smith
Smith

John Snow
Com Spagna
Swim 1-4, NHS 3-4, Math Team 4. "Don't live down to expectations. Go out there and do something remarkable."
Swim Team (SMGT-state, sectionals, limo rides, banquets, pasta parties, waterpolo); Sylvia's study; AP Calc w/Ringuette; TY Brian Sue Stephen Sylvia Ringuette; TY Brian Sue Stephen Sylvia Ringuette; LM TY Brian Sue Stephen Sylvia Ringuette

Sara Sperber
Basketball 1-4, STUCO 2-4, N.H.S 3-4. "The truth is you don't know what is going to happen tomorrow. Life is a crazy ride, and nothing is guaranteed. "Oreoing, sledding, movie nights, beach, Disney movies, Just Dance, kyle rock, zoo, Maine, St. Croix, camp fires, pasta parties, Sylvia's study AM, AP, BH, CF, EM, FA, VS, KH, KS, MC, MM, MM, MR, NN, OL, RM, SP, TY, KS mom & dad

Melanie Starke
Varsity Gymnastics 1-4, XC 1, Band 2-4, NHS 3-4. "Enjoy the simple things, for they are beautiful and make life that much better." Just Dance, Better Bean, Even more, study & Bfast NCJCTaySwift w/B, Memry & Attitash, Pocasset, 20:53 KT, Pinepickles, Gabon<3 Host the game RM, oreos, Milk & Cookies 4 life, Nerf Wars CF, BM. Marching Band, Fires, ILY Mommy Daddy Bethany! God <3

Kathryn Stoehr
Life is good. DRG always. Captain Dew Crew, 1-4. Baseball fields 1-4. The spot & sunsets. Being in the mountains. Carvers & Massasoit. MS LAZ, SYPH, SYLVS, POWERS, & MRS. LA RSON thank you! Most importantly thank you to my mommy and daddy and bro I love you! MM:) biyecece

Jennifer Sullivan
Jen
Life is good. DRG always. Captain Dew Crew, 1-4. Baseball fields 1-4. The spot & sunsets. Being in the mountains. Carvers & Massasoit. MS LAZ, SYPH, SYLVS, POWERS, & MRS. LA RSON thank you! Most importantly thank you to my mommy and daddy and bro I love you! MM:) biyecece

Jessica Sullivan
Jess
"Don't cry because it's over, smile because it happened" Soccer 1-4 Winter Track 1-4 Spring Track 1-4 NHS 3-4 Yearbook 1-2 KC, CC, ML, mybest<3 BR soccer & blackhawks girls ly., track girls, 4x800 love. prom 2011 study in checo & sylv pastaparties, teepeeing. MM, KM, CNR, CER, randi-since5<3ly all. mom and dad ily tyle.

Kourtney Sullivan
Jessily
Dance, always. Mw, Sc. Ew. Js. Kt. Mom. Dad. ANC<3 Thank you Faye. Rest Easy. Purchase street fields, crystal lake and back again. 67 foodie rd, house like the hamptons, powerlines, prov. lucks, reds, 2002-2009. honestly, 8th grade. saul good. "the greatest trick the devil's ever pulled was convincing the world there was only one of him"

Michaela Sullivan
Mick
YESS Club 3-4 NHS 4 Park Street Elevator Project & The Fractals
"Be the change you wish to see in the world" - Gandhi
Seamus Sullivan
Football 1-4 Basketball 1-2
"Do what you like, like what you do" chillin', Main St, kingswood, graveyard, shed. "Ballin On a Budget", cruising, roof, one week straight, cape. No Doubt, Mama Leaz, lineups, amigas, slight work, the Dew, Bridge St, No Ceilings, Lucky's, Powers, Syls. The Crew tyfe ID. Ma & Dad gl

Jacqueline Swanson

Joseph Sweeney Jr
"There is no next time, it's now or never." Good times in FL and NH w/KR, PF, AL. Ill tube rides. Fun balling w/CG, BC, BE, good night in Boston w/ CG, SK, fun time at pond w/SK, CM, PF good time at bk2. Fun English w/ AL, AB. Dumb sunrise w/O, K, N, SK, CG. Chilling w/ AL & Keebs Thanks mom, dad, bridget to all support through all my hockey.

Allyson Tabaczynski
Ally, Ally Tabs Volleyball 1-4 Track 1-3 NHS 4 "Here's to the nights when we didn't just think about right & wrong. When we just lived, crossed our fingers & hoped for the best." SYG much love. KL & KN love ya both couldn't ask for 2 better friends! Jess thanks for everything love ya big sis! Cruise 12, LBI, "is there a dog on the bus" chicken wings & trail mix. Monkeyball, Xtreme skate

Chelsey Tate
Bubby, Chels, Chellykinz, Cookie
-Swim Team 1-4, Captain Senior Year- Raynwater Players 1-4
"Life moves pretty fast. If you don't stop and look around once in a while, you could miss it." *CN*CS*JK*KT*NH*LK*
Thanks Mom & Dad
Good luck Meghan and Gavin LOVE YOU!

Courtney Taylor
Court, Clay LAX 1-2, Volleyball 1, Winter Cheerleading 2, Yearbook 4, Peer Mentoring 2-4
"Everything happens for a reason" love all my friends, thank you to all my teachers and guidance counselors, it's been a great 4 years! see all of you soon

Nicole Taylor
Nikki, Kiki
"It is better to be hated for what you are than loved for what you are not." Thank you Mom, Dad, & Ryan. Love you guys: S, W, D, J, E, D, C, D, N, B, J, P, T

Katelyn Teague
Teague "Your time is limited, so don't waste it living someone else's life. Don't be trapped by dogma which is living with the results of other people's thinking. Don't let the noise of others' opinions drown out your own inner voice. Have the courage to follow your heart and intuition, they somehow already know what you truly want to become."
ASHLEY THOMAS

EMILY THOMAS
Em, Em'Tunnus, E-Diddy Dance 1-4 Raynwater 1-4 Tennis 1-4 Drama 2-4 NHS 3-4 "Dance Like No One is Watching" DanceFam: Crazy costumes, routines, memories; Winston v The World; Bus rides w Mandy; APUSH 2011: Romando; M-Diddy + E-Diddy <3 JB Buddies for life AM keep writing TG ly Awesome astronomer AH ly lots story time car rides ty. TY Mom Dad Spear Brogna Jerome

MATTHEW THOMPSON
Matt, Sanchez Vice President 2-4, NHS 3-4, Disc 3-4 "We want Big Mac's. I have coupons." B-R, much love. GT's since day 1, Class officers & Class of '12, "it's good to be on top." Oh, the memories. Road trip, silver Cokes, Maine, disc, rooms/is this a dream? Boice, SYG, Liz, I love you all. PJ, couldn't ask for a better friend over the last 13 years. Tay, Mom & Dad, love you.

TAIZIA THOMPSON
Tay Tay
Thank you to the teachers who loved and supported me. I Love You, Mom! Thanks for always believing in me.

CHRISTOPHER THRASHER
Age Is An Issue Of Mind Over Matter. If You Don't Mind, It Doesn't Matter. I Don't Know The Key To Success But I Know The Key To Failure Is Trying To Please Everyone. Tiffany Good Times Best Friends Love You! Trips With Ly-D-No And Bacon. Hittin’ The Bag With Downing. Good Luck Tom Petty.

MONICA TODROS
That Sarcastic Brunette All your life, people will be asking you how your high school experience was. It's the same as saying, "Hey, how was that drive-by shooting?" You don't care how it was, you're just lucky you got out alive.

KATELYN TRAVERS

NICOLE URBANO
Cain
Vanderbrink
Football 1-4, Wrestling 1-4.
"God doesn't require us to succeed, he only requires that you try."
Thank you Mom & Dad for everything you've done. Family always comes first.

Sarah VITALI
Suzie Q
"We are too great for small dreams." ~ "The course of true love never did run smooth."
"Love is what makes you smile when you're tired." ~ "This is who I am, nobody said u had to like it."
"Be yourself; everyone else is taken." ~ "Everything has been figured out, except how to live."

Eric Wabrek Jr
"Hey coach its Pat. from Hockey" Warped Tour S.W. M.M., Baseball Fields, titicut Bradford, Golf Course

Kevin Walsh
Wrestling 1.
"I'm not in this world to live up to your expectations and you're not in this world to live up to mine."
-Bruce Lee The fortress. Briannas, Stephanie Ln., mom, dad, thank you

Erica Warish
Peer mentoring 2-4, softball 1-2, peer leaders 3, field hockey 1-2, yearbook 3-4.
"Don't gain the world and lose your soul, wisdom is better than silver and gold."
friends tysm; semi '10; ks<3; drops drops: MJ; CW&WW ly forever; quiney: lucky's; summer nights; cruises; los gatos; ty all for the greatest years and memories I could ever ask for

Brendan Waslow
B way
"Make the most of yourself, for that is all there is of you."
My Crew, Summer 11, Ford Probe/Geo Prism, and trips to Boston.

Sarah Webber
Webba
"I say what I want to say and do what I want to do. There's no in between. People will either love you for it or hate you for it."
So many good memories; Meredith McCartin ILY. N.T. A.K. S.M. W.A. C.O. J.P. good times at the nip.. lol. Thank you to my mom and dad and all my supportive friends for everything.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Text</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ASHLEY WEBSTER</td>
<td>Ash/Ashwee/Webby Recycled Fashion Show!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCOTT WEINSTEIN</td>
<td>“Just an average guy with exceptional hair. Nothing more, nothing less.” lacrosse 1-4, Hockey 1-2, MM, ZW, CD, AC, EW, DJ, SW, RHC. Mom, Dad, Billy, Obie. Thank you for everything 11/15/08 KC&lt;3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARY-KATE WELLS</td>
<td>“When you hear hoof beat, think its horses, not zebras.” I never expected high school to be the way it did. I love all the extraordinary people that helped me out through these four years. When we were living in this world of black and white, I can always count on them to find the shades of Grey.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHRISTOPHER WHARTON</td>
<td>Silm - Mr. Powers &quot;random acts of RIM’s&quot; yes!- people i can never forget GN, AR, IM, AP, KM. &quot;Those who try to walk on water sink&quot; Best memories are from freshman year meeting my closest friends...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KOREY WHITE</td>
<td>Sugah Daddy Zack &quot;you stink, you smell like beef and cheese, you don't smell like Santa&quot; Wrestling 1 Lacrosse 1-2, SW, MMIII, DC, CD, DJ, TW, TS, SW, MM, JM , ATM, rolling hills, Pleasant Field MOM DAD STEVE GAVIN GABE JAKE victoria bing bong and lilly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZACHARY WHITTEMORE</td>
<td>&quot;Conclusions Cause Problems&quot; &quot;O'Doyle Rulez&quot; Good Times at the Gazebo aka the Garage, Longboarding with SG, Ellis Haven, Random Adventures, Cabin in NH, Esp Ltd H-52, Foleys Place. Remember The Daze, Aftermath of Ashley, Jake Batchelder 1/10/12 Rest Eazy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Shaquille Wiggins

"You have brains in your head, you have feet in your shoes. You can steer yourself any direction you choose." - Dr. Seuss

"Great times in ASB, T&B & Britt, Kit Kats & mad libs are a wonderful combination for a good time, long live clairece :p"

Christina Wilbur

"You have brains in your head, you have feet in your shoes. You can steer yourself any direction you choose." - Dr. Seuss

Erin Wilbur

If you never did, you should. These things are fun and fun is good. Great times in asb, T&B & Britt, Kit Kats & mad libs are a wonderful combination for a good time, long live clairece :p

Daniel Williams

"You have brains in your head, you have feet in your shoes. You can steer yourself any direction you choose." - Dr. Seuss

Krysta Williams

"You have brains in your head, you have feet in your shoes. You can steer yourself any direction you choose." - Dr. Seuss

Brian Williamson

"Time you enjoyed wasting, was not wasted " goodtimes in gym freshman/sophomore years playing bball everyday with MB SO RN JB RH MM Only great rap battles in sophomore history with EP ZL JC & RB good times chilling in freshman math with the 9 student class with GE & NM good times at junior lunch with the same people in it year round with MB MA JB & JR

Kimberly Wolohojian


Amanda Yetsook

Manda Mentoring 2-4, Climate 3-4, seniors helping seniors & "Don't let yesterday take up too much of today" Cafe, Trifecta. Dunks girls, L&C ly girls, Hog island, non dub dates, late night adventures, LOL Raynham, The olds, Panera, Boston, Train rides, cheerleading, late nights with the girls. TY Shannon & Carms ly!, TY Mom & dad ly GTS MH.KS.SH.KC.WA.MD&JC
DevYost!
"Little by little, negative in the end is always a positive, it is just a life lesson to help you overcome the next" "No Ceilings!" My family and close friends, I thank the most. Best times shreddin in Boston w/ BW MS NW fishing w/ AM, TY to AM AP WA "BRO" CV CH BF. I'll miss E.B.H.S Two words "The Barn" These years were rad, time to set camp in CT

Paige Elias
“Stand for Something or you’ll Fall for Anything”
Adore my momma

Ryan Burke
"semper fidelis" being immature, being illiterate, living in poverty, I will never grow up, don't call me bro. Love my friends.

ooarah

CONGRATULATIONS
CLASS OF...

2012
UNDERCLASSMEN
Daniel Adams
Ashley Aimone
Kelly Aliberti
Dominique Amado
Darvin Anderson Jr.
Mark Antonelli
Raymond Armstead
Michael Aspelin
Gabrielle Aveni
Matthew Azavedo
Tanay Azza
Gilziane Barbosa
Sarah Barnett
Madison Barron
Brandon Barry
Joseph Belanger
Ashley Belmore
Renee Beneski
Bradford Beninati
Matthew Benson
Cassandra Bergen
Matthew Bergeron
Lauren Berolini
Brandon Berry
Paige Bjorkman
Alexandra Blair
Colin Blanchard
Trevor Bonitto
Samantha Bonner
Brianna Borghetti
Lawyne Boyle
Zachary Boyle
Colleen Bradford
Katie Bragg
Meredith Brennan
Cody Brocato-Reid
Edward Brooks Jr.
James Brueggeman
Michael Bruemmel Jr.
Kenneth Bryant
Brian Buckley
Lauren Burgess
Ariana Burkett
Molly Busa
Glenn Butts
Hailey Cahill
Nicholas Caliri
David Carlino
Grace Kelley
Alyssa Kelly
Nicole Kemmitt
Christopher Kemper
Mikayla Kenney
Benjamin Kern
Emily Kern
Jacqueline Kern
Victoria Kinsman
Tyler Kochan
Mary Korotsky
Thomas Kruger
Ryan LaFleur
Mathieu LaFond
Michael Laham
Katerina Lampros
Nicolas Larracuent
Rebecca Larson
Jessica Laurin
Meghan Lear
Rebecca Leblanc
Erica Leonard
John Leone
Brenna Levesque
Joseph Levy
Katherine Levy
Kelsey Leydon
Krisen Lowder
Kyle Lundgren
Brenna Machnik
Joseph Macinnis
Joseph MacLellan
Victoria Macuch
Bryson Malcolm
Marissa Manning
Joseph Mariani
Octavia Marks
Taylor Marquardt
Emily Marshall
Samantha Martin
Lauren Mason
Sonya Mason
Caitlyn Masterson
Michael Matta
Brooke Maxfield
Michaela McCarthy
Colleen McCuddy
Zachary McDermott
Kyle McDonough
Meghan McGilvray
Ryan McGinn
Kathleen McGrail
Shae McHowell
Patrick McKinnon
Kylee McLaughlin
Brian McSherry
Cody Medairos
Austin Melo
Patrick Melo
Robert Menconi
Jonathan Meyer
Julie Mikush
Julia Milardo
David Miller
Chelsie Ray
Nolan Raymond
Alexander Reed
Jessica Reid
Sabrea Reid
Sean Reilly
Isabella Renzi
Carly Rettig
Jake Rezendes
Jorden Rhodes
Jessica Ribeiro
Patrick Ring
Nida Rit
Jordan Rodrigue
Samantha Rodrigues
Diana Rogatch
Marisa Romano
Carli Rosentfeld
Tyler Ryan
Brian Sanders-Couto
Joseph Sargent
Mary Shabo
Stephanie Schlatz
Zachary Schuttauf
Ryan Scripter
Andre' Selles
Gino Sergio
Zachariah Shalginesicz
Dominic Shea
Thomas Sheridan
Shannon Simmons
Aimee Sims
Pontus Skol
Justin Skov
Anthony Sousa
Rachel Staffier
Nicolle Stearns
Jesse Sternberg
Brendan Sullivan
Courtney Sullivan
Timothy Sullivan
Timothy Sullivan
Jared Sunshine
Ian Svagdis
John Swanson
Brittany Sweetchburg
Ross Talpey
Nicholas Tardiff
Raina Terry
David Thrasher III
Christopher Torpey
Alexandria Torres
Shannon Trahon
William Tremouliaris
Nicholas Trieber
Amy Trottier
Paige Tucker
Dillon Tufts
Miguel Vazquez
Katalina Vazquez-Laplante
Anthony Vitali
Mark Wabrek
Matthew Wabrek
Kevin Wadsworth
SOPHOMORES

Daniel Ahl
Frances Alkeins
Brandon Amado
Nathan Amaral
John Amrhein
Thomas Andrews
Brian Andruk
Amber Aponie

Courtney Armagost
Arcel Armstead
Kimberly Arriola
Tyler Austin
Hayley Axsom
Jerry Badro
Jake Barbati
Johnathan Barbetto

Theodore Barbetto Jr
Justin Barca
Jeffrey Barrett
Patrick Barron
Alexis Barry
Alyssa Battles
Kaitlyn Beers
Rashad Bell

Jason Bernier
Jessica Berube
Austin Bickford
Cameron Boates
Courtney Bodendorf
Hannah Bolduc
Andre Bonitto
Kayla Bouquet

Lauren Boyle
Kayla Branson
Emily Brien
Justin Burnila
Matthew Bumpus
Rose Bunzel
Mackenzie Burgess
William Burke

Colin Burns
Halle Burns
Shaun Bushlow
Cassandra Butts
Brittany Byrne
Devon Caine
Bryanna Calley
Shane Campbell
Matthew Whittington
Owen Wholley
Patrick Whooley
Samantha Whooley
Patrick Wholley
Johannah Williams
Sarah Williams
Arianna Wolff
Isabell Wolsky
Alissa Young
Kayla Young
Karleigh Yuskaitis
Andrew Zucker
Daniel Zunino

NOT PHOTOGRAPHED:
Derrick Dupree, Shauna Lambert, Alyssa Taylor, James Vitale
Alicia Abate
Abraham Aho
Jenna Alfonsi
Kelsey Alger
Duneatt Allaire
Darian Allen
Michael Amado
Alexia Andrews

Kyle Arnold
Tesslyn Arrighi
Daniel Barros
Mitchell Barca
Valerie Baucismer
Kaitlyn Bean
Cassidy Beatty
Emily Belanger

Isiah Bell
Brianna Beninati
Avery Benvissuto
Jake Berlandi
Jason Bird
Kylie Blacker
Brandon Blakeslee
Kayla Bohan

Dylan Borges
Joshua Borges
Bryan Boyle
Michael Boyle Jr
Barry Brady
Dariana Brazil
Kaitlin Breen
Kristen Breen

Shaelyn Breslin
Brian Brophy
Samantha Brow
Nicole Brown
Matthew Bryant
Kellie Buffington
Emily Bumpus
Kaitlyn Burchill

Carlene Byrne
Austin Byrnes
Kristin Caddell
Nicholas Callahan
Nicholas Calvani
Jessica Campbell
Lindsey Campbell
Brooke Cardin
Nicholas Savignano
Emily Schwartz
Nicholas Sedar
Zebulon Shalgineiwcz
Justin Shanley
Sara Shea
Matthew Sheehan
Samantha Sherrick
Rachel Shoemaker
Sarah Silva
Joseph Silva Jr.
Kayla Skellet
Jason Skibinski
Brian Sly
Michelle Smirnov
Sarah Smith
Cassidy St. George
Christopher St. Germain
Brendan St. Laurent
Christopher St. Louis
John Stark
Heather Storm
Lauren Stornelli
Brittany Stroedter
Samantha Sturtevant
Joao Sudre
Courtney Sullivan
Emma Sullivan
Keirra Sullivan-Turcotte
Richard Swank Jr.
Thomas Sylvester III
Alexander Taylor
Kaylee Taylor
Suzanna Tekin
Amanda Tevani
Sean Thibault
Daniel Thompson II
Danielle Tierney
Christian Torres
Jared Torres
Brendan Trahan
Alayna Travaglione
Sean Traynor
Brandon Troup
Julianne Tufts
Derek Turner
Alexandra Valanzola
Jack Valencia
Jasmine Vasquez
Samantha Wahl
Ashley Walker
Madison Walker
Cory Wasylow
Jacob Watkins
Haley Wayne
Delaney Wendland
Brendan Whitaker
Derek White
Nicholas Whittenmore
Liam Wholley
David Wigley
Abby Wilbur
Allison Wilder
Jessica Williams
Joshua Williams
Terrel Williams
Kristina Wood
Laura Wood
Lawrence Wood
Conor Yannone
Daniel Young
Garrett Yurkin

Mia Zabala
Kristina Zunino

Not Photographed:
Desandre Pires
Darrin Smith

WE ARE B-R
The Arts
Good Luck!
Deservation

In the locker room prior to the game
The atmosphere seems tense but the faces are so calm
Laced up, mentally prepared, lined up in the tunnel, words were shared
As a team we mumble in prayer.
Gazed around to hear nothing but cheers from the crowd
Close the eyes, deep breaths, and clam the nerves
After all the hard work this is what I deserve.

-Ode to the Once Loved

Ode to the people that we once loved
They were thought of and cared for
Ode to their lives every day they now suffer
While in the pursuit of new love,
    And happiness
Ode to their heart
That was torn apart ferociously
With little thought
Of their inner feelings
Ode to their memories
That brings back happiness
Or to the ones that are not so know of...
Ode to those who have tried
Those who haven’t given up
The ones that will keep going
Even though life for them will not get any easier!

-Stop in Time

I once could not, wait for this to end
Yet I am running out of time to spend
With friends and people that I know
But I more and more as I go
A new challenge is coming on.
It’s coming now, time is going on
I waited so long to see.
The end of time in these scenes so old to me
So now I realize that the time
I once wished to go, I wished to wind
Now I wish to stop and freeze
But it runs on in spite of me
I wish that right now at this time
Life would freeze as I write this line.

-Over Time

Time is flying by,
But no one really knows why,
Everything is moving so fast,
We spend most of our lives looking in the past.
From every passing day and every walked mile,
    To every laugh and every smile.
We grasp at the fading light of youth
So clutch at the memories that mean the most to you.
Don’t regret anything, what’s done is done,
Just always look out for number one.

-Student Poets
Sadly Missed By The Class Of 2012

Bobby Bynarowicz, Jr.  Jeffrey Cooney
Ashley Donahue  Torrey Owens
We don’t know where the time went. We are so very proud of the woman you have become!
Follow your dreams, the possibilities are endless!!!
Love, Dad, Mom and Lucas

Thank you to the BR faculty for your help and support of the 2012 B-R yearbook!

A special thanks to:
  Ms. Akins
  Ms. Spearin
  Ms. McKenna
  Ms. Jerome
  The Photography Club
  Ms. White
  Mr. Hayhurst
  Ms. Griffin
  Mr. Hoy
  Ms. Kuntupis
  Ms. Wood
  Mr. Fernandes
  Mr. Buron
  Ms. Turcotte
  The Mitchell Fund

Sincerely, Ms. Horne & Ms. Kendall
Dear Liv,

To follow your dreams you must first follow your heart. Love what you do and success will find you. Never give up! Look to God for guidance, for he will always show you the way. Be true to yourself and honorable to others, this will define you as a person.

Love Mom, Dad & Jonathan

Brenna, From the moment you were born the smile ever left our faces. You bring us more joy than words an express. We are so proud of you! "To the moon & back".

Love you Mom, Dad, Meghan & Tucker.

Congratulations Brandon, Your Future Awaits! Love Mom, Dad, Valerie & GrandParents.

~Love you Kourdy~ Rise up this mornin', Smiled with the risin' sun, Three little birds, Pitch by my doorstep.

Way to go Adam!
We are so proud of you Love; Dad, Mom, Curtis & Richard

Kelly, it’s been so wonderful watching you grow into this accomplished young woman, and we are so proud of you and what you have achieved. Congratulations on a great four years of high school!

Mom and Dad

Our dearest Taylor, Dad and I are so proud of the amazing young woman you have become. Your beauty, intelligence and compassion shine inside and out. You have brought us both so much joy throughout these years and we are very grateful for you. As you move to the next stage of your life, continue to reach for the stars and make everyone of your dreams come true. Dad and I will always be right there supporting you and helping to make your life just as wonderful as you have made ours. We love you more and more every second.

Mom and Dad

Hilary Wood Photography

Wishing the Class of 2012 much success in your future endeavors!

HILARYWOODPHOTOGRAPHY.COM
508.946.2212
Shea,
this is the time to celebrate all of your hard work and time to look forward to the many moments waiting for you. Embrace them with laughter, beauty and grace because as one chapter has ended a new one is about to begin. We are so proud of all that you have accomplished! may all you wishes and dreams come true.
Love Mom, Dad & Dari

Shea, Your one tough cookie and there's not a doubt in my mind that you'll make it from here on out. here's to being inseparable since the beginning of our times; from the first words back in '94, finally losing my first tooth in '00, all the way to your first car in '11, and to every first that has yet to come. Here's to all the summers; evening bonfires at the boat hole, late night stargazing at the lighthouse, and s'mores over the stove when we're so tired to go any further than the kitchen. So hold fast, sassy 'cause it's sink or swim, and you know a smooth sea never-

Made a skilled sailor.
LOVE ALWAYS, ANDIE

Congratulations Kelsey & Zac!

Watching you grow through the years, you've made us so proud every inch of the way!
We love you both!!

Congratulations to the Class of 2012!!

Congratulations Kristen! We are all so proud of you! Good luck and best wishes as you embark on a new chapter in your life! We love you so much!
Mom, Dad & Brian

Congratulations to the Class of 2012!!

Congratulations Annie! We are so very proud of the bright, fun and kind young woman you've become. We can't wait to see what you do next!
Love Mom, Dad, Billy and Nana

Bridgewater Savings
Right where you want to be.
(800) 356-8622
www.bridgewatersavings.com
Member FDIC· Member DIF